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This Cold War is terrible. There's no more security. I lie in bed, and wonder if
we will get bombed. We don't need nuclear bombs, \ile never had them before. I
don't like nuclear power either. We don't need all this technology. So what if we

don't have as much electricity, we can just use candles and it would be better than
being afraid. These people in nuclear power plants fall asleep! And there are

accidents. I'm scared to drink the water, and there are mutant fish. Now I only eat
chicken, and I'm scared of that.

- Edith, member, The Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima

Our Blessed Mother is the greatest saint there is. She's a person, not like God

- Kathleen Thompson, president,
The Philadelphia Archdiocesan Division of the

Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima

This thesis would never have been written without the help of many people. First
thanks go to my grandmothers; each in her own way fostered my interest in

religion. I would like to thank Joy Charlton for her advice on interview technique,
Jerry Frost for reading this thesis, and A.-J. Levine for her constant spiritual and

intellectual support. My housemates have exhibited great patience and willingness
to discuss the Blue Army at the dinner table every night for nine months; this

suppofi was essential. My greatest thanks go to the women who are members of
the Delaware County chapter of the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima for

generously allowing me to use their resources and their great patience talking with
me.
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Prologue: Have You Heard About the Message of Fatima?

The Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima

There's an Army on the march, there's a battle to be won;
The Blue Army needs your help, won't you join it everyone.
The Blue Arnry's guns are prayers, for the foe is satan's Reds.
Won't you join it with your prayers, it's the Army satan dreads

Refrain:
Sin's the cause of war, heed Our Lady's plea;
"Cease offending God, pray the rosary."
Join Our Lady's Army now, help her win each sinner's soul;
It's the only road to peace: the Blue Army's sacred goal.

Satan's anny must be crushed, Heaven's Peace Plan is the wa.y;
The Blue Arnty needs your help, won't you. sign its pledge today
Honor all First Saturdays, wear the scapular, wear some blue,
Pray the rosary every day, that's not asking much of you.

Refrain

Wear the Scapular She gave; i{s the token of her love,
It unites our hearts to Hers, as it lifts our thoughts above.
Keep the pledge that you have made! Start anew First Saturdays
As you wear your sign of blue, all the world will know you say.

Refrain

"Havs you heard about the message of Fatima?" I first heard this sentence

adclressed to me, as I passed a Blue Army information table set up in the Springfield Mall

on September 18, 1987. Having been raised a Catholic I did know something about Fatima,

where the Virgin Mary appeared to three little children in 191,7 and told them to pray for

peace. But since I had the idea that I might want to write my thesis on the cult of the

Virgin Mary, I was drawn to their table by the fervence of the question and the four foot

high statue of Mary in robes and a glittering crown. I chatted briefly with the two women

in their sixties who were staffing the table, and took a greaf deal of their literature.

At first as I read their pamphlets I was astounded that these people belonged to the

same religion as I did. The main point of much of the literature which they give out at

information tables is that the way to fulfill Mary's requests at Fatima is to join the Blue

Army, pray the rosary daily and wear the brown scapular. When there is a Blue Army

member for every atheist Russian communist, Russia will be converted to Catholicism,
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nuclear weapons will disappear, and we will enter a new era of world peace.l This is absurd,

I thought. Why would people join such a group? My questions increased the first time I

went to their headquarters and realized that although their members were predominantly

older women, the vast majority of their literature was written by men.2 Why would women

want to devote themselves to an organization in which they had so little say? Mary has

often been used by the Catholic Church to restrict the role of women - why then were these

women devoting themselves to her? How were their beliefs related to those of mainstream

Catholicism? And how did these women's spirituality compare with so-called women's

spirituality being developed by feminist theologians? Thus started my investigations into

the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima. Since that time nearly every woman I've talked to

who is a membsr of the Blue Army has asked me, "Have you heard about the message of

Fatima?" at some point in the first ten minutes of our conversation. For them it is a way to

enter this world of their religious identity. We shall begin with the Fatima message after a

brief discussion of methodologY.

lFo, e*amples of this type of pamphlet see:What Army is This?, Can the ßlue Army Stop

Communism?, Do You Know? lø fne Fatima Promise: To Save the World frorn Nuclear War!

2 Approximately 804o of the lay members of the Delaware County chapter-are w-omen. Half

of thô men who are members aie married to women who are members' Of the 64 books

listed in their current catalogue which were written in the 20th century and have

discernable authors 57 were written by men.
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Assumptions: Stud]ring Popular Religion:

There are a few assumptions about religion which have shaped both my choice of

topic and my approach to it. An institutional religion presents its believers with a system of

formulas of faith, customs, rituals, social laws; it also provides a sgt of canonical documents

from which members choose those that are personally redeeming and helpful in illuminating

one's individual situation. Such movements in Western society often trace\s their roots to a

specific great thinker, who is almost always male, and the official doctrines are codified and

enforced by a small group of people who are also almost all male. Too often when we study

religion we treat these authoritative statements about religion as complete embodiments of

the religions themselvos, and as all we must study. But religion is not only what religious

authorities say, do, or tell people to do, but also how believers interpret the religion and how

they live out their beliefs. And what is believed and lived is ever-changing and growing with

the life of every believer.

Theological reflection - that is, the understanding of the faith - arises
spontaneously and inevitably in the believer, in all those who have accepted
the gift of the Word of God. Theology is intrinsic to a life of faith seeking to
be authentic and complete and is, therefore, essential to the common
consideration of the faith in the ecclesial community. There is present in all
believers - and more so in every Christian community - a rough outline of a

theology. There is present an effort to understand the faith, something like a

pre-understanding of that faith which is manifested in life, action, and

concrete attitude.l

Based on the changing needs and experiences of their lives people continually engage

in theological reflection and reinterpretation of the symbols, scriptures and articles of faith

presented to them by their organized religion. Because of pressure to conform they may not

abandon rituals which are no longer meaningful for them, but they may perform them in an

uninvolved or secularized fashion. Conversely, the religious may imbue traditional rituals

with new meanings. Thus, crucially, the different ways in which people interpret official

symbols are often unarticulated. If enough people no longer find a ritual meaningful it may

be officially abolishe<l, it may be changed, or it may simply die away.2 In this manner the

1 Gustavo Gutierrez, A Theotogy of Liberation (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1973), p. 3.

2 People's unwillingness to receive the sacrament of Extreme Unction because it symbolized
dying encouraged the Second Vatican Council to change the name of the sacrament to the

Anointing of the Sick and urge people to receive it whenever there is a "prudent or probable
judgement of danger." J.P. McClain, "Anointing of the Sick." New Cøtholic Encyclopedia (New

Yo¡k: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1967), Vol. 1, p. 571.
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content of organized religion and the content of popular religion influence each other; the two

are more interdependent than the creators of either are aware. In Catholicism,' like\in other

hierarchically organized religions, there are many more believers than academic theologians

or clergy people. What these numerous Catholics believe and do is as much, or more,

"Catholicism" as what the few recognized authorities say and write. It also influences what

such theologians say and write in ways which are often ignored.

Thus popular religion is very important; but it is an aspect of religion which has been

largely missing from my education. At the same time it is what my people - mostly

uneducated women not holding power in the Church - have believed. I want to find out more

about my own heritage. For these reasons I want to study popular religion. I want to focus on

the Roman Catholic Church because that is my heritage which is very important to me but

with which I am not completely comfortable. I want to see how other Catholic women have

made space for themselves within the Church.

The Roman Catholic Church has a mixed record in its treatment of women. It has on

the whole been a male-controlled institution oppressive of women. It has forbidden them

from entering the priesthood, or most places of religious authority. It has largely restricted

women's actions to the private realm, and has often restricted their sexuality. At times it has

even defined them as less than human. But womon have created in Roman Catholicism some

positive outlets for their religious inclinations and talents beyond life as a nun, the one

alternative to marriage and motherhood traditionally offered by the Church.

My focus is devotion to Mary since she is the most prominent female figure in

Catholicism. The religion has used Mary in ways very oppressive to women. Yet, millions of

women who would not define themselves as feminists,3 most of whom lived before any

women would define themselves as feminists, are or have been devout Roman Catholics.

Many of them are extremely devoted to Mary. They must be finding something ,.u.tåIory in

the doctrines surrounding Mary; something redeeming; something which speaks to their own

lives. Is what they are saying similar to what contemporary feminist theologians are saying

about Mary - if perhaps in different terms? If so, the two groups have grounds on which

they can speak with each other; the feminists may be able to reclaim part of their past, and

3 There are many different definitions for the words "feminism" and "feminist." I here use

the word "feminist" to mean any woman or girl who recognizes that current gender

relationships are harmful to women and girls including herself, believes that society ought

to be changed to eliminate this oppression, and has this recognition and belief affect the

ways in which she chooses to live her life.
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other \vomen may gain from the transformative potential of feminism. I decided to address

this question by studying a group of local women who do not think of themselves as

feminists but are united around devotion to Mary: the Delaware County Chapter of the Blue

Army of Our Lady of Fatima.

The symbol of Mary has been used by the Church in ways both positive and negative

to women. A great part of the problem is that in institutional Catholicism Mary, like all

church symbols, is primarily male-defined in both senses of the term. She is defined by

males, and she is placed in relation to males as the mother of Jesus and the wife of Joseph.

She is the expression of a male concept of the feminine, which is a very different thing from

an affirmation of lvomen or femaleness. Such a conception of the feminine can be positive or

negative, but it is still a conception created from the outside. When these conceptions are set

as paradigms of behavior for women they can inhibit women from creating their own

conception of femaleness.

As a projection of what men want from womsn, Mary has been used as a model that

women should follow. There is little in the Bible about Mary, thus giving broad rein to

speculative thought. Mary is construed as humble and passive in the face of male authority.

She replies simply to the angel's request: "I am the handmaid of the Lord. Let it be done unto

me according to thy will" (Luke 1:38). She is the idealized mother, loving and indulgent to her

male child. According to Catholic tradition she had no other children, so she could expend all

her attention on the Christ. Yet the dogma of Mary's Immaculate Conception and her

perpetual virginity, and even representations of her eternal youth prevent her from

expressing any possible true connection with human women. She becomes an impossible

ideal for women: the beautiful, ageless, sinless, virgin mother who is bride of her own son.4

Mary's very existence is problematic for women. Had the church no female symbols,

women might identify themselves with the figure of Jesus, and find in his struggle against

4 J.rur, of course, is also beautiful, ageless, sinless, and a virgin. But he is not used as a
model for human behavior in the same way as Mary. Individual men (and women) have

used Jesus as a model, but the societal effect is not as strong as it is with Mary. Although

doctrinally Jesus was fully human, the fact that he is also fully divine makes-it more difficult
for him tô be used as a human role model. People do not tatk of the Blessed Virgin Jesus, or

Jesus' Immaculate Conception, or Jesus being the special patron of virgin boys. It is not

necessarily the case thai female divine figures are impossible models for women's behavior'

Ancient Ègyptian goddesses do not fill the same role as Mary. They have animal

characterisliis un¿ identities which merge with and then separate from each other. They

were not supernatural women, and thus models for humans; they were something different,
was not to be aspired to in the same way as Mary is today. Christina Downing, "Beginning at

the Beginning." Anima 14 (Fall 1987),pp.21-38.
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oppression their own affirmation. Alternately, they might identify with women followers of

Jesus in the Bible such as Mary Magdalene or the nameless Syro-phoenician woman, or with

women missionaries in the early Church such as Lydia or Thecla. Mary, looming large, to

some extent undermines this. Now Catholic women do have a heavenly figure with whom

they can identify, and it is not God. It is a human woman who, although very good and

powerful, is subordinate to God the male, and even to a God who is her son.5

Mary's crucial role in the Eve/Mary dichotomy further oppresses women. In this

paradigm Eve is the first woman, who through her disobedience to God and her husband

brought sin into the world. She then seduced her husband into joining in the sin, and got

them both expelled from paradise and sentenced to eventual death. With the sin came sex;

the two are inextricably linked with women. Eve is the female, the not-male; blaming her for

bringing evil into the world takes the responsibility for evil off of men and places it onto the

other. In often expressed Church terminology Mary is the "New Eve."6 Through her obedience

to God she becomes the vessel to bring the male saviour into the world, to undo the damage

done originally by Eve. She is sinless and sexless - the two are associated with each other.T

It may not be clear how this image of Mary is damaging to women. First, the presence

of Mary is what advanced the image of Eve as sinner. The original story of Eve is never

alluded to in the Hebrew Bible after Genesis, and it is mentioned but a few times in the

Christian Bible.S In the early part of the second century St. Justin first commented on the

analogy between Eve and Mary; the connections were later elaborated by Clement of

Alexandria, Irenaeus, Methodius, Tertullian, and Augustine. This Christian view of Mary

lends credence to the virtue of passivity; Eve is a model of the results when women take

initiative. In this paradigm a woman is either an Eve or a Mary. Since few if any women can

5 Mary Daly, Beyond. God, the Father (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973), p. 82. Women can create
extended identifications of themselves with Christ, but these identifications are often also
with Mary. Women have written about themselves as the mother or bride of Chrisü Mary is

of course the mother of Christ, and also the Church, which is Christ's bride. Both these
images are ultimately subordinate to Jesus.

6 See John Paul II, Mother of the Redeemer (Boston: Daughters of St. Paul, ï987), p. 26;
National Council of Catholic Bishops, Behold Your Mother: Woman of Faith (1973), pp. 5-6;
The Constitution of the Church of Vatican Council l/ (Glen Rock, NJ: Paulist Press, 1965), pp.

181,186.

7 Again, this is also true of Jesus, but he is not used as the same type of model for human
behavior.

8 See 2 Corinthians 11:3 and especially 1 Timothy 2:13'15.
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ever qualify as virginal, sinless Marys; they then must be lustful, deceitful Eves, ready to

betray their husbands and have them expelled from paradise. It does not matter that this is

not Church doctrine; it is a prevailing paradigm which influences the way people interpret

the world. And the presence of Mary adds credibility to this paradigm. A model of women as

evil incarnate is probably not believable to most people; they have at least some experience

with "good" women. A symbol of the exceptional woman as good thus strengthens the general

model of women as evil. Marian doctrines support the idea that Mary is the exceptional

"good" woman. The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception credits her goodness to God, and

explains that it was necessary so that she might be the perfect vessel fitting to give birth to

the male messiah. Thus her pureness is described wholly as male-created, necessary to a

male's task, and unobtainable by other women.9

In the early Middle Ages the rise of the symbol of Mary as Queen of Heaven had

ambiguous implications for women. This image of Mary as celestial queen might be seen as

greatly expanding women's acceptable public roles. Indeed, such powerful medieval queens

as Adelaide of Montserrat and Blanche of Castille were very devoted to Mary in her persona

of heavenly queen. But such devotion seems to have been the exception. Since Mary was so

different, so superior to other women, her possessing a place of authority did not necessarily

mean that other women could possess similar places. DialecticallY, her guise of queen

distanced her from common women and made it harder for them and others to relate

themselves to her. She became even more of a distant, unobtainable ideal. Moreover, when

Heaven is organized in the same fashion as an earthly hierarchy, it validates the earthly one.

This leads to a distortion of the Gospel message by validating hierarchies and oppression

such as the most common hierarchical relationship, that of men ou", *o-"n.10

There were some positive uses of Mary for women in traditional Catholicism. She was

an important female figure, and positive proof that there was nothing in women's nature to

keep them from being saved under some circumstances.ll ManY Catholic men credit the

veneration afforded to Mary by Catholicism with the relative freedom of women in Catholic

countries. One priest who is very involved in the Blue Army told me recently that Mary's

9 Daly, Beyond, p. 82.

10 Marina'Warner, Alone of Atl Her Sex: The Myth and the Cult of the Virgin Mary (New

York: Vintage Books, 1976),pp. 104-12.

I I It i, true that Mary was saved not by her own efforts but by God's grace, yet 
-in

Catholicism all people must be saved by grace, so she was indeed a model for other women.
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high status was what kept Christian women from being treated as slaves, as women have

been in all other cultures in the world.12 Such thinking often serves as a rational¿-for not

doing more to improve womsn's status.

Where the strongest positive effects on women (as well as some negative ones) of the

traditional image of Mary may be found is not in the official Church doctrines, but in the folk

rituals of Catholicism. These originated at the bottom of the Church hierarchy, and so are

much more likely to have been influenced and created by women. But even here the effect is

mixed. Unfortunately, there are few records or academic discussions of these rituals. The

Marian shrine in Montserrat, Spain, has long been a place of pilgrimage where women have

come to pray for help having children or not having children, for aid in childbirth, or for help

finding a husband. Newly married couples make pilgrimages there to ask for blessings on

their marriages. Similar shrines are found throughout Europe; in Montevergine, a Marian

shrine in ltaly, women have traditionally left wedding dresses or baby dolls as presents of
thanksgiving to Mary for helping them obtain their wishes. There are also folk tales which

suggest what women's relationship with Mary might have been. In one, a woman who is

praying to a statue of Mary to cure her sick son snatched the statue of the infant Jesus out of

Mary's arms and refused to return him until her own son had been cured. Crowning Mary's

statue with flowers on the first of her month: May Day, has long been a tradition for Catholic

women.

It is difficult to assess what effect these rituals have on women who participate in

them. Inasmuch as Mary helps women in difficult and important times of their lives, the

effect is no doubt partially positive. But these rituals also work to reaffirm fertility as the

central aspect of women's lives; the idea is not liberating in the context of the times. So in

many ways these women's rituals and narratives were unthreatening to the oppressive

power of the Catholic hierarchy.l3 Yet the only recorded rituals were ones sanctioned by the

Church because they were non-threatening. We have no record of how most women have

prayed or responded to Mary on a private level, and it is very possible that the memory of

some organized rituals has been repressed because they were threatening to the Church.

Many contemporary Christian feminists have found the figure of Mary to be among

the most liberating possibilities for women in Catholicism. There are many variations on this

12 Father Hugh McSherry, personal communication.

13 Wurtr.., Alone, pp. 274-94,
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theme. One is to interpret Mary's "Let it be done unto me according to thy will" not as a

passive acceptance of her fate but as "the radical, autonomous decision of a young woman

willing to risk her life on a divine messianic venture."l4 She was an active, knowing

participant in the salvation of the world. This is a fitting role model not only for women but

also for all believers, who can imitate her faith and action. The old tradition that Mary had

decided from the time that she was a girl that she would remain a virgin and work in the

Templels provides a model for women who wish to reject the traditional female role of wife

and mother. For Mary, motherhood was a free choice which she could accept or deny - she

had more reproductive rights than any person in history. She bore a child without the help of

any human man, and so made a statement for female autonomy. Mary can even be

interpreted as the first priest who made the body and blood of Christ present at the

Incarnation much more truly than any priest does today by transubstantiation.l6

For feminists who began with a Catholic background but whose thoughts have taken

radically non-Catholic turns, Mary's Immaculate Conception, instead of strengthening the

Eveffary dichotomy by being the exception that proves the rule, can be seen as negating the

whole association of evil with female. Her Assumption into heaven is then the bringing of the

female into heaven, into the persons of the Trinity. Or, the Assumption can be seen as the

bringing of evil into heaven - thus broadening the idea of God and Heaven into encompassing

the full range of human thought and life and action - including the evil. This helps to destroy

the distance between God and humanity.lT Such a revisioning is, of course, a radically non-

Catholic idea, but it reflects a feminist desire to do away with dichotomies which force one to

place things into one of two strict categories and thus both ignore the subtleties in between

and necessarily establish a hierarchical relationship between the two elements.

The best-formulated feminist reclaiming of Mary comes from Rosemary Radford

Ruether's idea of liberation Mariology. The idea has its roots in feminism, which affirms the

value of women, and in Latin American liberation theology, which asserts that the poor and

14 Ror.-ury Radford Ruether, "She's a Sign of God's Liberating Power," The Other Side (May
1980), p. 17.

15 See ïhe Protoeyangelium of James. Mary's vow of virginity was mentioned by St.
Augustine, and featured prominently in the Gospel According to the Pseudo-Matthew.

16 Ann Plogsterth, "A May Meditation on Our Lady: Radical Feminism and Conservative
Mariolatry," Cross Currents 27 (1977), p. 198.

l7 Duly, Beyond, p. 88.
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oppressed can most truly see how the word of God is to be carried out. The main text

Rosemary Ruether looks at is the Magnificat, the song Mary sings to her cousin Elizabeth after

consenting to concoive Jesus:

He has shown the strength of His arm,
He has scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts,
He has put down the mighty from their thrones and exalted those of low degree;

He has filled the hungry with good things,
and the rich he has sent empty away.
He has helped his servant Israel in the remembrance of His mercy. (Luke 1:51-54)

In liberation Mariology Mary no longer symbolizes only the feminine. She becomes also a

symbol for the poor and oppressed people who form the Church by virtue of freely accepting

God's grace and using it to work to create the basileiø of justice for all. They shall work 1o

exalt those of low degree. Mary's sex is important in liberation Mariology because women

have too often been those of low degree, the hungry.18

In the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima I found an organization whose members

accgpt much of traditional Mariology yet also interpret it in some unconventional ways to fit
,\' /

th@ own needs,'Tn" organization is simultaneously liberating and oppressing for the

women involved. Study of the organization suggests ideas about how it could contribute to

and gain from the work of feminist theologians...'

Methodolosv:

This paper centers on the feminist assumption that women's religious experience as

I
defined by women'is a valid and important topic to study. While much work has been done

on women's spirituality from a feminist viewpoint, much less has been done on the

spirituality of women who do not define themselves as feminists. Many feminists have found

in their spiritual journeys ideas and feelings that have improved their ability to struggle for

the liberation of women. I think that if we seek the liberation of all women it is important to

take into account the experiences of all types of women. By so doing we can find the common

18 Using Mary centrally might also help correct liberation theology's traditional ignoring of
women's issues. For more complete discussions of liberation Mariology see Rosemary

Radford Ruether's Sexism and. God-Talk: Toward. a Feminist Theology, (Boston: Beacon Press,

1983), chapter 6; "She's a Sign of God's Liberating Power"; and "Of One Humani|y," Soiourners
(January 1984), pp. 17-19.
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threads which unite such experiences and find what we share in common. We can also make

sure we do not trample on beliefs of those women who remain silent.

I decided to focus on the Blue Army for mainly pragmatic reasons. They are the best

organized Marian group in Delaware County. The Blue Army center is easily accessible by

SEPTA. And they were happy to speak to me and lend me books from their library. I had

hoped that I could use documents written by women in the Blue Army as my main research

material (e.g., books, newsletter articles, prayers, songs, liturgies, or poems that women

involved with the group had written). But almost no material of this sort exists. Newsletters

consist mainly of lists of events and articles copied from Soul, the official Blue Army

magazine. Their services were written at Blue Army headquarters, as were guidelines for

most of their projects. Almost none of the books published by AMI Press, the Blue Army

publishing house, were by women. A different idea was needed.

Eventually I decided ,o pro.Jð by first reading the official Blue Army books and

literature to gain an understanding of the worldview and religious ideas presented to the

women in the organization. I then interviewed several women who are active members of

the Delaware County chapter of the group to find out to which parts of the official doctrine

they pay attention, which parts they ignore, what parts they reinterpret, and what they add.

Interviewing local members obviated the difficulties involved in having to consider

differences caused by geographical location, and it guaranteed that those interviewed would

have some shared background in the organization. The women interviewed are those most

involved in the organization; they voluntarily staff its office and do the secretarial work for

the organization. They spend large sums of money to go on pilgrimages, and they rarely miss

organized devotions or meetings.

In traditional interview form questioners ask identical questions of each person but

reveal nothing of their own life or opinions in the interview. I do not accept this procedure.

Following the traditional advice to the interviewer to smile and reveal just enough of oneself,

be just friendly enough to put the interviewee at ease, is both very artificial and simply

serves to objectify those interviewed. I think that it is wrong to ask people to open

themselves up for scrutiny and not do the same yourself. In objectifying women I would

have to treat their tesponses as data -- I wanted to remember that I was dealing with real

women whose experiences were important. A second aspect neglected by much interviewing

theory is the social experience of the interview itself. It is impoftant to examine such

questions as: How are the interviewer and interviewee relating to each other? What are the

interviewee's feelings about being interviewed? How do the two participants treat sach
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other? These provide valuable information, and also make it more difficult for the

interviewer to objectify the interviewee.l9 Io my interviews I was always careful to

introduce myself and explain my project. I would talk a bit about my own life and why I was

interested in the topic. I believe that knowing that I am a Catholic woman made the women I

interviewed much more comfortable speaking with me, and encouraged them to express

themselves beyond the rhetoric expressed in their pamphlets.

This first section of this thesis explains the assumptions about religion with which I

began, and which have influenced my choice of topic. In this methodology section I have

explained how I went about answering the questions I came up with.20 The next section

describes in detail the apparitions of Mary at Fatima. In doing so I have attempted to present

them as they are detailed in literature of the Blue Army because this is the version which

the members know and believe, and thus which shapes their view of the world. I have tried

to use this section to create the background atmosphere for the rest of paper: an atmosphere

of the mystical and miraculous, which is different from the one in which most of us

\ academics live. Where the Blue Army's description contradicts more skeptical accounts of the
I

occurences I have often inserted footnotes explaining the contradiction. Following that, there

is a history of the Blue Army; here I had to rely on the group's own accounts because there is

practically nothing written on the group from a non-devotional perspecfive.2l This section

includes a discussion of the historical circumstances which encouraged the development of

organizations such as the Blue Army. Then comes an exegesis of the main beliefs of the

group, especially those about Mary. This section includes a discussion of the significance of

the symbols mentioned in the descriptions of the Fatima apparitions, shows how the

organization has in some areas strayed from the orgiqgJ-message, and suggests some reasons

why. I compare these Blue Army beliefs with more mainstream Catholic beliefs on the same

subjects as obtained from writings by the National Council of Catholic Bishops and some of

the documents from the Second Vatican Council. There follows a section on how the Blue

Army is organized, after which I discuss how the actual program of the Blue Army reflects

19 Atttt Oakley, "Interviewing Women: A Contradiction in Terms," in Helen Roberts, ed.,
Doing Feminist Research (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1981), pp. 30-61.

20 See Appendix 2 for a more thorough discussion of the interviews.

21 As Eric Cohen exclaimed while perusing the memoirs of John Haffert, founder of the Blue
Army, "Writing a history of the Blue Army from this must be like writing a history of the
Ancient Near East from the Hebrew Bible!" The analogy is apt. In both cases the documents
emphasize what an impartial observer might consider minor events, they both credit events

to dubious causes, and they both contain some outright myths.
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organization and stated religious beliefs. Information on the national organization comes from

its literature, and on the local one from interviews with the president of the Archdiocesan

Blue Army. Last come the interviews with women in the group, where I shall address their

actual beliefs and religious experiences, how their concerns differ from those of the founders,

and how these differing concerns lead to differing interpretations.

There is one final feminist methodological principle which has guided this work:

scholarship should be used to improve the lives of women. By exploring the strength women

derive from traditional Catholicism I hope to make suggestions useful for feminists working

to create a theology for women which may contribute to the liberation of us all.
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Background: The Fatima Apparitionsl

The Blue Army of our Lady of Fatima traces its beginning to the apparitions of Mary

to three children in Fatima, Portugal h 191.7. The circumstances of these original apparitions

are to a large degree the circumstances that would continue to encourage the growth of the

Fatima cult: The political situation was unstable; Portugal had undergone three revolutions

since King Manuel II was overthrown in 1910. The new republican governments persecuted

the previously powerful Roman Catholic Church in Portugal, of which 94 percent of the

population were members.2 In 1916 Portugal entered the first World War and a large

percentage of young men were sent to fight. And the l9l7 Bolshevik revolution in Russia

worried at least the upper-class Portuguese. The apparitions provided a focus on religion

and nationalism for many of the Portuguese people who were discontented with their

situation. The Blue Army would use the apparitions as a similar focus for American Catholics

during the 1940s and 1950s, and again in the 1980s.

In the early spring of 1916 Jacinta Marto (aged six), her brother Francisco (aged

eight), and their cousin Lucia Santos3 (also aged eight) were tending their families' flocks of

I The apparitions of Mary in Fatima are part of a series of Marian apparitions which began in
Europe in the early 19th century. These include appearances in 1830 to St. Catherine Labouré in
Paris, in 1846 to Melanie Mathieu and Maximin Giraud in La Salette, in 1858 to St. Bernadette
Soubirous at Lourdes, and in 1871 to four children in Pontmain, France. These apparitions continued
after Fatima with appearances to five children in Beauraing, Belgium, in 1932 and 1933, to Mariette
Beco in Banneux, Belgium in 1933, and to eight children in Medugorje, Yugoslavia, beginning in
1981, and continuing today. The apparitions contain certain similarities. They generally occur to
uneducated children, primarily girls. Mary asks for prayer (ususally the Rosary) and acts of
reparation to bring peace to the world. Some occur in similar political circumstances to those of the
Fatima apparitions. The apparitions at Lourdes was used as a national rallying point by the
conservative Catholic French political parties against the non-relgious but more progressive parties.
The apparitions in Belgium occurred while the country was suffering from a depression, and was
popularly seen as a sign of hope.For more information on such apparitions see John J. Delaney, ed., A

Woman Clothed with the Sun: Eight Great Appearances of Our Lady (Garden City, NY: Image Books,
t96L); Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex: The Myth and the Cult of the Virgin Mary (New York:
Vintage Books, I976), pp. 236-254, 299-314; Joseph A. Pellatier, The Queen of Peace Visits
Medugorje (Worcester, MA: An Assumption Publication), 1985.

2 Th"y expelled the religious orders and confiscated their property, exiled several religious
leaders, forbade the teaching of religion in elementary schools or universities, and

disestablished Saints' Days were as legal holidays.

3 The Btue Army's accounts of the apparitions, as well as any other accounts I could find, are

based primarily on Lucia's memoirs, pubtished between 1936 and 1941. Lucia was

questioned at great length in the years following the apparitions, but I do not have access to

these investigations to compare them with her memoirs'
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sheep near the rural Portuguese town of Fatima (population approximately 2600). They

looked into the sky and saw a globe of light floating toward them. The globe resolved into

the figure of a beautiful, shining young man, who announced that he was the Angel of Peace.

He prayed with them4 and then told them to continue to pray, for "The Hearts of Jesus and

Mary are attentive to the voice of your supplications."5 Lucia saw the angel, heard it and

spoke with it; Jacinta saw it and heard it. Francisco only saw it. Lucia admonished her

cousins to tell no one about the angel. This pattern of Lucia taking the lead of the group and

Francisco being least involved would continue throughout the appearances. The Blue Army

infers from it that Francisco was less pious than the girls, which supports a general feeling

of many of the members that men are less religious than women. The Blue Army is also

structured in this fashion with a few leaders in places of authority.

That summer the children again saw the angel, who this time identified himself as

the Guardian Angel of Portugal.6 He told them "Make of everything you can a sacrifice, and

offer it to God as an act of reparation for the sins by which He is offended, and in

supplication for the conversion of sinners. You will thus draw down peace upon your

country. "7 In the autumn the children saw the angel for the third and last time. He held a

chalice in one hand, with the Host suspended above it. Drops of blood fell from the Host into

the chalice. The angel prayed with the children,S then gave the host to Lucia and had Jacinta

and Francisco drink from the chalice.

4 The prayer the angel taught the children that day is, "My God, I believe, I adore, I hope, I
love Thee.'I ask pardon for those who do not believe, nor adore, nor hope, nor love Thee."

Francis Johnston, Fatima: The Great Slgn (Washington, NJ: AMI Press), p. 24. The Delaware

County Blue Army recites this prayer at its Rosary Devotions for World Peace.

5 Luis Kondor, ed,, Fatimc in Lucia's Own Words (Cambridge, MA: Ravengate Press, 1976), p.

24.

6 According to the Blue Army Pope Leo X (1513-1521) established June 10 as the official
feast day oi the Guardian Angel of Portugal, so there is some tradition of devotion to the

national Guardian Angel. Guardian Anget of the United States of America (V/ashington, NJ:

AMI Press).

7 Johnston, Fatima, p. 64. Reparation is one of the four kinds of prayer, the others of which

are adoration, thanksgiving, and supplication. Reparation means to make atonement or

satisfacrion for sins Committed against God either by the individual who is praying or by

others. One makes a sacrifice by votuntarily undertaking suffering and dedicating it to God

as an act of reparation.

8 The p.ayer the angel taught the children that day is, "Most Holy Trinity, Iather, -Son 
and

ttoty Spirit, I adore Thee profoundly. I offer Thee the most Precious Body, Blood, Soul and

nivinity of Our Lord Jesui Christ, really and truly present in every tabernacle of the world in
reparation for the countless outrages, sacriliges and indifferences bu which He is offended.
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Following these three apparitions the children spent as much time as possible

together; they gave up many of their favorite amusements to devote time to prayer. But

they did not tell anyone about the angel; this part of the story did not become known

publicly until Lucia wrote her second memoir in 1937.9 The angel's message of reparation

would become the central theme of the future apparitions. The presence of the Eucharist

supports the idea that the angel came from God, and the claim that the children received the

actual Eucharist suppofis that this was an apparition and not an illusion. The Eucharist also

reinforces the importance of the sacraments, and thus of the Church; the Blue Army is
careful to ensure that úe role of personal revelation in the Fatima apparitions is not to
overshadow the Church's role.

The Blue Army stresses the appearances of the angel. The angel's appearance is a

proof of the children's piety before Mary appeared to them. It foretells the main messages

of Mary. The Blue Army emphasizes the nationalist aspects of the original angel, and

similarly dedicated a shrine to the Guardian Angel of the United States in 1982.10 this
shrine serves as a national religious focus which by emphasizing nationalism also

emphasizes anti-Sovietism or anti-communism.

The next stage of the apparitions began on Sunday, May 13, 1,9n.11 The children

brought their flocks to a large natural hollow, the Cova da lria, in a deserted area a few

kilometers from their village. While they were playing they saw first a bright flash of light

offended. And through the infinite merits of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, I beg Thee to convert poor sinners." Johnston, Fatima, p. 25. The
Delaware County Blue Army recites this prayer at its Rosary devotions for world peace.

9 that Lucia did not report these apparitions until 1937 leads some to suspect that the angel
was either invented later by Lucia, or a projection into the past of concerns that developed
from the apparitions of Mary. See Michael Carrol, The Cult of the Virgin Mary (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1986), p. 174.

r0 Guardian Angel, n.p.

11 tfre Blue Army attributes three significances to this date. It was the day that Eugene
Pacelli, who would become Pope Pius XII was consecrated a bishop. As pope he was very
anti-communist, spoke favorably about the Fatima apparitions, and in 1956 through a legate
he blessed and dedicated the Blue Army international center in Fatima. That day a statue
shed blood in a Moscow church, symbolizing the blood which would be shed by the
revolution. And it was also precisely two weeks to the day before the birthdate of John F.
Kennedy, noted Catholic, anti-communist, and president of the United States. There is
Nothing More, (Washington, NJ: AMI Press, n.d.), p. 315.
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and then a beautiful ladyl2 hovering over a small oak tree. She wore a white mantle, held a

shining rosary, and had a bright star shining from the hem of her robe.l3 She assured the

children that they had nothing to fear, and replied to their first question that she had come

from heaven.14 She next asked, "Are you willing to offer yourselves to God to bear all the

sufferings He wills to send you, as an acÍ of reparation for the sins by which He is offended,

and of supplication for the conversion of sinners?"ls They replied that they were, and she

asked them to come to the same place on the 13th day of the next five consecutive months.

The children vowed to be silent about the apparition for fear they would not be believed,

but Jacinta did tell her parents about it that evening. They told it to a few others, and the

story quickly spread throughout the village, where it was generally greeted with disbelief.

On June 13 a few dozen curious people accompanied the children to the Cova da lria.

They saw only clouds of white light, but the children again saw the Lady. She told the

children to pray the Rosary daily. She also told Lucia, "Jesus wishes to use you to make me

better known and loved. He wishes to establish in the world devotion to my Immaculate

Heart."16 She opened her hands and showed the children her heart, pierced by thorns.l7

12 Lucia always uses the word "Lady" to refer to the woman in the apparitions, and the Blue
Army does so frequently. Never did the lady refer to herself as "Mary" during the
apparitions, but she did use familiar Marian titles and imagery, such as several times
referring to herself as the Immaculate Heart. This is similar to the apparitions at Lourdes to
St. Bernadette, where Mary referred to herself only as the "Immaculate Conception."

13 the Blue Army uses this description to identify Mary with the woman described in Revelation
72:1" a woman robed with the sun, beneath her feet the moon, and on her head a crown of twelve
stars." John Haffert, Who is the Woman of the Apocalypse, (Washington, NJ: AMI Press, 1983), pp. 1-

14. Although the children were illiterate, as were many of the Portuguese peasants of the period, it
is possible that Lucia might have been familiar with this reference; she learned her entire catchism
well enough to receive her first Communion at age six. The children's illiteracy is used by the Blue

Army as proof of the validity of the apparitions; it argues that they could not have made up

something as sophisticates as their reports of the apparitions. Kondor, Fatima,p.9.

14 Strangely, the children did not think to ask her who she was, but asked where she came

from. At Lourdes St. Bernadette also did not think to ask Mary her identity until prompted
by a local priest.

15 Kondor, Fatima, p, 67.

16 Francis Johnston, Fatima: The Great Slgn (Cambridge, MA: Ravengate Press, 1976), p. 30.

17 the Immaculate Heart is a Marian image, based on Luke 2:35, popularly dating back to
the 16th century which was brought to a new prominence in the cult of Fatima. Devotion to
Mary's Immaculate (sinless) heart is devotion to symbol of Mary's main characteristic, her

greai love. The thorns piercing her heart represent the sins of humanity which pain her

ñeart. J. F. Murphy, "Immaculate Heart of Mary," New Catholic Encyclopedia (New York:

McGraw Hill Book Company, 1967), vol. 7, p.383.
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The local parish priest, Father Emmanuel Ferreira, questioned the children after this

apparition; reserving final judgment he thought it likely the apparitions had come from the

devil.

According to the Blue Army five thousand people came with the children on July

13.18 The course of the vision was much like that of the previous one. On this day the Lady

confided three secrets to the children. The first was a terrifying vision of Hell, where sinners

go. The second was that a horrible war would break out during the pontificate of Pius XI,19

and that after the war would come more wars, famines, and persecutions. She asserted that:

"To prevent this, I shall come to ask for the consecration of Russia to
my Immaculate Heart, and the Communion of reparation on the first
Saturdays. If my requests are heeded, Russia will be converted, and there
will be peace; if not, she will spread her errors throughout the world, causing
wars and persecutions of the Church. The good will be martyred; the Holy
Father will have much to suffer; various nations will be annihilated. In the
end, my Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will consecrate
Russia to me, and she will be converted, and a period of peace will be

granted to the world."2O

Much of the popularity of the Fatima cult at the time can be attributed to this prediction

which described the then current situation in Portugal and offered hope for an end to it; it
also describes the political chaos that many Blue Army members now fear. The third secret

was to be entrusted to the Pope, who was not to reveal in until 19602I Mary also told the

18 Johnston, Fatima, p, 32.

l9tne anschluss of Austria, which began World War II, occurred in 1938 during the pontificate of
Pius XI. Lucia considered this the fulfillment of the prophecy. Pius XI did not become pope until
1922, BuI as far as I can determine Lucia did not mention the pope's name untl she published her

memolr ln The fourth memoir contains several new details of the apparitions, and
the apparitions are based primarily on it

20 Kondor, Fatima, pp. 108-109. Again, as far as I can tell, there is no record of this specific
mention of Russia before the fourth memoir. Saturdays have some tradition as days of
fasting or abstinence in the Roman Catholic Church. Beginning in the 10th century Saturday
masses became devoted to Mary, and now, according to custom, Mass on the first Saturday
of the month is devoted to the sanctification of the clergy. But there is no record of a

"Communion of Reparation of the First Saturdays" until this apparition. J. A. Jungmann,
"Liturgical and Ascetical Observances of the 'Week", New Catholic Encyclop¿dia (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1967), vol 14, pp. 84I-43. A communion of reparation is simply
a Eucharist celebrated in the spirit of reparation for sin.

2I The relating of secrets is common to Marian apparitions. In 1951 at La Salette Mary told
the seers several secrets which they revealed only to the Pope. St. Bernadette never
revealed to anyone the secret entrusted to her. In the apparitions now occuring at
Medugorje, Yugoslavia, Mary reveals to each of the children ten secrets which they are not
to make public until she gives them permission. Secrecy adds to the mystery of the cult and
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children that she would perform a miracle at the Cova da Iria on October 13 so that all

people might believe her message.

According to the Blue Army, after this apparition the apparitions became a major

topic of conversation throughout the country.22 The local church was extremely reserved

about the apparitions at this time, in part because it did not want to draw attention to itself

during this time of persecution. The government, according to Blue Army accounts, was

actively hostile.23 Arturo Santos, the civic adminstrator for the district, viewed the children

as frustrating his attempt to stamp out religion. On August 13 local officials took the children

into custody to prevent them from going to the cova da lria, and threatened to kill them.

They were released the next day. The Blue Army uses this story to affirm the faith of the

children. They are portrayed as unshrinking in the face of danger. In prison they prayed

with the other prisoners, and the implication is that they converted some of them.24 And

the event fits them into a Catholic motif of miraculous releases of prisoners, which dates

back to Acts 12:6-11. The Lady appeared to the three children a few days later when they

were alone together after their release. The Lady came again to the Cova on the 13th of

September, with thousands of people gathered. Some believed in the apparitons; others

were just curious.25 On both occasions she repeated that the children must say the rosary

daily and that she would perform a miracle in October.

On October 13, 1917, approximately seventy thousand people26 from throughout

Portugal gathered at the Cova da Iria in the pouring rain. The Lady appeared to the children;

at this time she called herself the Lady of the Rosary. The crowd saw a bright, white light

reinforces interest in it. Edith and Victor Turner, Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture
Anthropological Perspectlves (New York: Columbia University Press, 1978), pp.22I, 229;
Pelletier, Queen of Peace, pp. 136-39.

22 Johnston, Fatima, p,34,

23 hid., p. 4t.

24 hid, p. 44.

25 fhe Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima (Washington, NJ: AMI Press), p. 2 says more than

30,000 people attended.

26 lbid., p. 3. "The Fact of Fatima," Soul (Special Issue, n. d.), p. 6 says that there were

"nearly 100,000 persons gathered at Fatima." The Blue Army uses both figures in its
publications. The Portuguese newspaper Diario de Noticias , Octobet 15, 1917, said that there

were 50,000 people.
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where sho stood. She requested, "Do not offend Our Lord and God any more, because He is
already so much offended."27 Then the miracle occurred. The clouds parted suddenly, and

the people found that they were able to look directly at the sun. It began to whirl like a

firewheel and move around the sky. It cast out huge beams of colored light in all directions,

like an exploding rainbow. Then the sun began to hurl itself down tolvard earth. At the last

possible moment it stopped, and it returned to its normal form and place. The crowd noticed

that their clothes, which had been soaked by the rain, were now completely dry.28

While this miracle of the sun was occuring, the three children saw visions in the sky

representing the mysteries of the rosary.29 They saw the Holy Family, representing the

Joyous mystories; this vision of Joseph and Jesus adds legitimacy to the entire series of

apparitions. Christ carrying the cross and Mary as Our Lady of Sorrows represented the

Sorrowful mysteries; again, Christ appeared to support his mother. Mary appeared as Our

Lady of Mt. Carmel to represent the Glorious mysteries.3O Mary's appearance with the

27 Kondor, Fatima, p, 82.

28 Many witnesses report that when the sun crashed toward the Earth they felt certain that
they would die. The Blue Army interprets the crashing of the sun as an omen that the world
is likely to be destroyed in a nuclear war. The fact that the sun did not strike the world
means that such destruction is avoidable, but only through the intercession of Mary. This
ambivalence about whether or not destruction is inevitable is also felt by the women who
are members of the Blue Army. Johnston, Fatima, pp. 64-5. Johnston's book includes several
eye-witness accounts of October 1.3, 1917,

29 fne mysteries are 15 events in the lives of Jesus and Mary, upon which a person
meditates while saying the Rosary. They are known as mysteries because the human mind
can never fully understand their significance. They consist of three groups. The Joyful
Mysteries include: the Annunciation, the visitation of Mary to her cousin Elizabeth, the birrh
of Christ, the presentation of the baby Jesus at the Temple in Jerusalem, and finding the
young Jesus when he was lost in the Temple. The Sorrowful Mysteries are: Jesus' agony in
the garden before the Crucifixion, his scourging by the Romans, his coronation with the
crown of thorns, Jesus carrying the cross, and the crucifixion. The Glorious Mysteries are the
resurrection, the ascension, the descent to Earth of the Holy Spirit, Mary's assumption into
Heaven, and Mary's coronation as the Queen of Heaven. IVhen praying the Rosary one
meditates on each of the mysteries while saying one Lord's Prayer and ten Hail Mary's - this
is known as a decade. A complete Rosary thus consists of 15 decades.

30 Devotion to Mary's seven sorrows began in the 15th century. The seven sorrows are: the
prophechy of Simeon, the flight into Egypt, losing Jesus in the Temple, carrying the cross, the
Crucifixion, removing Jesus from the cross, and his burial. An image of Our Lady of Sorrows
is of Mary with either seven swords or seven thorns piercing her heart; see J. C.Gormon,
"Sorrows of Mary," New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 13, pp. 441.-42, The image of Mary as Our
Lady of Mt. Carmel portrays Mary holding the Brown Scapular of Mount Carmel, a miniature
Carmelite habit consisting of two small pieces of brown cloth attached by a string, one of
which is worn over the chest and one over the back. The brown scapular is a sign of
devotion to Mary and offers protection to the wearer both from physical harm and from
going to Hell. It is a particularly treasured symbol of the Blue Army. Carmelites are tied in
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scapular serves as validation fot the Blue Army's emphasis on the scapular; her appearance

as Our Lady of Mt. Carmel also emphasizes her power over death, which then legitimates the

amount of power the Blue Army grants her over the world.

For the next year the children lived lives characterized by the the Blue Army as

pious and virtuous. They prayed and sacrificed the daily trials of their lives for sinners,

even actively seeking such trials by fasting, giving up their favorite games, and tying tight

ropes around their waists.3l Thus, they lived what the Blue Army considers the model life.

Then, in October 1918, Jacinta and Francisco felt ill with influenza during the epidemic of

1918. Francisco died on April 4, 1.919. According to Blue Army tradition Mary appeared to

Jacinta in the hospital a few days before her death to tell her that the sin which leads the

most people into perdition is that of impurity, that people must repent, and that Jacinta

would soon be in Heaven.32 this statement adds a new element to the Fatima message;

sexual sin is not mentioned by Mary originally, nor is any specific sin. Even this apparition

was very unclear about what "impurity" actually encompassed. The Blue Army draws

heavily upon this apparition when developing its belief that sexual sin is the most basic of

all types of sin. Jacinta died in the hospital on February 20, 1920.

ln l92I Lucia, who had been unable to live a normal life because of curiosity

seekers, was sent anonymously to a school run by the Sisters of St. Dorothy in Porto, the

second largest city in portugal, about 160 kilometers from Fatima. She continued to receive

visions. Tn 1925, a few months after she had taken orders with the Dorotheans, Mary

appeared to her with the child Jesus to ask that devotions in reparation to her Immaculate

Heart be made on the first Saturdays of five succeeding months.33 This was the request

which she had said in the July 1,3, lglT apparition that she would come to make. In 1926

the Child Jesus appeared again to ask what she was doing to establish devotion to the heart

with the story of Fatima: besides the Carmelite origin of the Brown Scapular Lucia became a

Carmelite nun, and John Haffert, the Blue Army's founder, had a Carmelite training'

31 Johnston, Fatima, p.81.

32 Joseph Galamba de Oliveira, Jacinta: The Flower of Fatima (Washington, NJ: AMI Press,

lg82)\ p. A+. Lucia's memoirs mention only that the apparition occurred, not what Mary

said. But the story is cited frequently.

33 Lucia 1ater explained that five is chosen in reparation for the five sins against the

Immaculate Heart of Mary: blasphemies against ihe Immaculate Conception, blasphemies

"g"irJ 
her virginity, blasphemiei against úer divine maternity, teaching- children to despise

ftñ"t', 
"t¿ 

insuñing'images of Mary. 
-Fatima: 

Communion of Reparation of the First Saturdays

(Washington, NJ: AMI Press).
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of his mother. By this time the political situation in Portugal had changed. Government

approval of the apparitions came when in 1926 a military coup replaced the republican,

anti-clerical government with the totalitarian regime of Dr. Antonia de Oliveira Salazar.

Salazar was a publicly devout Catholic who restored much power to the Church. He

encouraged devotion to Fatima to bolster his regime.34 And on June 13, 1,929 Lucia had her

last reported vision. She saw the Trinity, the chalice and Host, and Our Lady of Fatima with

her Immaculate Heart. Mary announced that the time had come for the pope to consecrate

Russia to her Immaculate Heart. The presence of members of the Trinity in both these

apparitions suggest a growing urgency to the request. Lucia reported these visions to her

superiors in the order when they occurred, and they reported them to members of the

Church hierarchy, including the pope, but they were not opened to the public until 1967.35

In the Dorothean convent Lucia wrote in 1936, 1937, and 1941 four extensive

memoirs on the apparitions.36 In 1948, searching more time for meditation, she became a

Carmelite nun. Lucia is still alive today in a Portuguese convent. Her last public appearance

was May 13, 1,982, when she publically met Pope John Paul II during his pilgrimage to

Fatima to thank Mary for saving him from the assassination attempt on his life. Pilgrims on

Blue Army pilgrimages to Fatima visit Lucia's convent where they pray outside the walls;

they are told that she sees them and prays for them.

The thousands of people who flocked to the Cova da Iria in 1917 demonstrated that

people believed in Mary's presence there. Official Vatican approval was not so fast, but on

October 13, 1930, Bishop da Silva, the bishop of Fatima who ran the 12 year Vatican

investigation, declared that the apparitions were indeed supernatural and worthy of belief

by the faithful. After the approval, and with the encouragement of Salazar, pilgrimages to

34 " A revival in mystical religious worship constituted a boon for a regime embarking on a
process of national depoliticisation. There were other, more direct benefits. Salazar was
depicted by some of the clerical promoters of the Fatima cult as the "messiah" that Our Lady
during her miraculous visitation of 1917, had promised would soon come to rescue Portugal.
Such a characterisation impressed superstitious rustics confronted with the knowledge that
their national leader had been approved by heaven, as well as by the excelentissimos
senhores (most excellent gentlemen) of Lisbon. In the rural Portuguese milieu such crude
parallels may have been as effective as the mass propaganda employed by the more
modern dictatorships." Tom Gallagher, Portugal: A Twentieth Century Interpretation.
(Manchester England: Manchester University Press, 1983), p, 72.

35 Johnston, Fatima, p. 86,

36 Williu- C. McGrath, "The Lady of the Rosary," in John J. Delaney, ed., A Woman Clothed with the
Sun, Eight Great Appearances of Our Lady (Garden City, NY: Image Books, 1961), pp. 208-10.
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the shrine, which had previously been few, greatly increased in number and size.37 Devotion

increased even further when pilgrims flocked to Fatima to pray for the safety of their

country from the Spanish Civil War which began in 1936.38 On July 7, 1952 Pope Pius XII
consecrated Russia to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, as the Lady had requested during the

apparitions, but did not mention Fatima. Lucia said that this was not the required

consecration. Vatican approval continued: in 1962 Pope John XXIII instituted the Feast of

Our Lady of the Rosary of Fatima, and both popes Paul VI and John Paul II have made

public pilgrimages to Fatima.39

The Blue Arm]¡ is Commissioned:

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries the cult of Our Lady of Lourdes was very

popular in the United States, and Lourdes was a frequent pilgrimage site. The cult's reknown

was partially due to the influence of French Catholic immigrants. Marian devotion was also

popular because along with devotions to many saints services were held in the vernacular

instead of in Latin.40 But Fatima was almost unknown here until the late 1940's. Lucia

wrote her memoirs on the apparitions in the late 1930s and early 1940s. They, along with

the book Jacinta by Joseph Galamba de Oliviera4l were the first major works about Fatima

published in English, and contributed greatly to its publicity. Some publicity was generated

around the apparitions for their jubilee year, 1942. Then a few prominent Catholics put

their good names behind the apparitions, including Bishop Fulton Sheen, who devoted the

last chapter of his 1948 book Communism and. the Conscience of the West4L to the Fatima

message. Life magazine also published a sizeable article on Fatima on December 20, 1948,

37 Johnston, Fatima, p,85.

38 tb¡d., p. gs.

39 "Ro." and Fatima." Soul (Special Issue), pp. 8-9.

40 |ay P. Dolan, The American Catholic Experience: A History from Colonial Times to the
Present (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 1985), p. 385.

41 (Washington, NJ: AMI Press, lg72). This is a very pious, sentimental book based largely
on Lucia's memoirs.

42 llndiunupotis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, l94S).
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emphasizing its anti-communist mess age.43 The 1950 papal proclamation of Mary's

Assumption greatly encouraged Marian devotion worldwide.44 And Fatima was brought to
the attention of the American public by the 1952 Warner Brothers movie, The Miracle of
Our Lady of Fatima, a pious and dramatic account of the apparitions.

The anti-Russian component of the Fatima message contributed to its popularity.

Anti-communism was prevalent in the Church in the late 1940s and 1950s, and the Church's

stand received much publicity in the United States. The dangers of communism were the

central theme of Pope Pius XII's Easter address in 1948.45 For the next several years the

New York Times ran almost monthly front page articles on Catholic anti-communism,

including statements from Catholic leaders such as the pope or John E. Swift, Supreme Knight

of the Knights of Columbus, who "denounced Russia as the sole obstructionist on the way to

international world þeace."46 Devotion to Mary through the Lourdes apparitions coupled

with the anti-communist message of Fatima made the public open to receiving the

apparitions. Awareness of Fatima skyrocketed, beginning in the late 1940s.47 It's anti-

43 "The Miracle of Fatima: The Catholics Make a New Shrine," Liîe 25 (December 22, lg48),
pp. 33-6.

44 Dolun, American Cathotic , p. 385

45 Arnaldo Cortesi, "Pope Sees World Facing Critical Danger This Year," New York Times
(March 29, 1948), p. 1. It is likely that Pius XII's anti-communism was caused at least
partially by the fact that a coalition of the ltalian Communist and Socialist parties seemed
likely to defeat the papal-backed Christian Democratic Party in the Italian elections of 1948
Camille M. Cianfarra. "Pope Asks Anti-Communist Vote; Italian Catholics Organize for Polls."
New York Times (February 24, 1948), p. 1.

46 "Knightr of Columbus Convention Opens with March." New York Times (August 16, 1950),
p.20.

47 "The frequency of references to Fatima and Lourdes in the Catholic Periodical Index, as
presented in the following table, suggests that Fatima was relatively unknown before 1940
and that it attracted more attention than Lourdes during the period 1945-1949. The
centenary anniversary of the Lourdes apparitions in 1958 explains the large number of
references to the cult in the period 1955-1959.
References to Marian Shrines in Catholic Periodical Index, 1930-1959:

I-OURDES FATIMA
1930-1934 35 4
1935-1939 33 I
1940-1944 10 9
1,945-1,949 13 35
1950-1954 t7 51
t955-t959 193 49"
Thomas A. Kseklman and Steven Avella, "Marian Piety and the Cold lVar in the United
States," The Catholic Historical Review 72 (1986), pp. 407-13.
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communist message became popular at the time when the Soviet Union changed from the

United States' ally against Hitler to a rival world power.

On August 72, 1946, Lucia met in her convent with John Haffert, a United States

layperson who had received his college education in a Carmelite seminary. He had devoted

the past ten years of his life to promoting devotion to the Brown Scapular of Our Lady of Mt.

Carmel in the United States, where such devotion had almost died out. At the time he was

thinking of writing a book about Fatima, although he said he knew little about the

apparitions.4S In the four-hour interview Haffert asked Lucia to summarize the central

message of Fatima, about which he came in with certain presuppositions. As he states in his

memoirs:49

I was almost completely preoccupied with my sincere interest in
finding out exactly what was necessary in order to obtain the conversion of
Russial... I opened the conversation by saying, "Of course, Sister, I know that
it is the Rosäry which is the first and most important request of Our T,ady of
Fatima, but what are the other things we must do in order to obtain the

conversion of Russia?"50

Haffert was surprised by Lucia's response that the Rosary was not the central message of

the visions. "Over and over again in those precious hours I was in her company, she

emphasized that it is the fulfillment of one's daily duty, according to one's state in life (and

the sanctification of this effort in reparation for our sins and for the conversion of sinners)

which is the primary condition for the turning back of the tide of evil which threatens

today's world, and which will also bring us the great favor of the conversion of Russia and

an era of peace 'for mankin6."'J I The Rosary was an aid to facilitate the fulfillment of

48 In his memoirs the only reason John Haffert offers for being invited to speak_with Lucia

is that he "had been referred to the Bishop of Fatima as 'a prominent American Catholic' by

a Carmelite in Lisbon who knew the Bishop we11." Access to Lucia became increasingly

difficult to gain; in 1956 the Pope mandatèd that only people who already knew her could

meet with h-er again without Vaiican permission. Access was restricted to ensure her

privacy and prevãnt her from being publicly misqrroted. -Haffert, John M. Dear Bishop!

Ur^oírt of îne Author Concerning the History of the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima.

(Washington, NJ: AMI Press, 1982), pp. 2, 44.

49 hid, p. 5.

50 Haffert avoids commenting in depth on his own political beliefs, but writes with an

automatic anti-Soviet anti-corimunism which is adopted by many of the members of the

BIue Army. The main criticisms of the Soviet Union are that it is atheist and kills people.

51 Haffert,D ear Bishop! , p. 6.
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people's daily duty. Inspired, John Haffert wrote down a simple pledge for people to sign

as their promise to fulfill the requests of Mary at Fatima. Lucia agreed that it was accurate

Today this pledge remains the cornerstone of the Blue Army:

Dear Queen and Mother, who promised at Fatima to convert Russia and bring
peace to all mankind,52 in reparation to your Immaculate Heart for my sins
and the sins of the whole world, I solemnly promise:
1. To offer up every day the sacrifices demanded by my daily duty;
2. To say part of the Rosary (five decades) daily while meditating on the
mysteries;
3. To wear the Scapular of Mt. Carmel as profession of this promise and as an
act of consecration to you.
I shall renew this promise often, especially in moments of temptation.

When he returned to the United States John Haffert began publishing this pledge in The

Scapular, the magazine he owned and edited about scapular devotion; he encouraged his

readers to sign it and to live by it.

In March 1947, about a yeff after John Haffert wrote the Fatima Pledge, a New

Jersey priest named Harold Colgan was hospitalized with a serious heart problem; doctors

gave him fewer than six months to live. One night he made a promise to Mary: if he

recovered, he would spend the rest of his life spreading the message of Fatima and

devotion to Mary.53 His health improved immediately, and the following week he was

discharged from the hospital. Colgan returned to his parish in Plainfield, NJ, and began to

preach weekly homilies about Fatima. In October he asked that parishioners wear

something blue54 as outward signs of their commitment to Mary; then, inspired, he

52 Mary actually said at Fatima, "If my requests are heeded, Russia will be converted, and
there will be peace" (see page 19). The pledge neglects the conditionality of Mary's original
promise; this is at the base of the Blue Army's confusion over whether Mary has absolute
power to bring peace to the world or whether she needs people's help.

53 He had first read about Fatima shortly before his hospitalization in an article about the
apparitions which was published in the Catholic magazine The Grail. Nothing More,
p. 5.

54 Blue is the traditional color of Mary, partially because she is often associated with the
sky, and partially because during the Middle Ages blue was the most expensive pigment
available after gold, and thus a fitting tribute to Mary. Maria Bussagli, "Colors," Encyclopedia
of Religion, Ed. Mircea Eliade (New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, i987), vol, 3. p.

564.
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announced, "We will be the Blue Army of Our Lady against the Red Army of
Communism."55

As a parish priest active in the Marian sodality movement, Msgr. Colgan received

John Haffert's magazine, was impressed by his work and by the pledge, and invited him to
address his parish about Fatima. The two men talked, and decided to join forces to form

the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima. John Haffert's Fatima Pledge became the official Blue

Army pledge, and Father Colgan's term became the name of the group.56

Working together and using The Scapular the two men collected a quarter of a

million pledges during their first year.s1 John Haffert himself embarked on national

speaking tours and often lectured more than 300 times a year. In 1949 the two began

setting up the Ave Maria Institute on John Haffert's property in northern New Jersey to
publish books and pamphlets about the Fatima message and to serye as the national

headquarters for the Blue Army. They collected one million pledges in 1950.58 In January

1950 they began Soul magazine, the official Blue Army publication in the United States;

Scapular was used to solicit subscriptions. ,Soul's circulation jumped from 3,000 in 1950 to

70,000 in 1951.59 On May 10, 1950, they delivered the first million pledges to be buried

at Fatima. Father Colgan named John Haffert National Commander for the U.S. Blue Army.

55 Haffert, Dear Bishop!, p.64. It is not clear what outside factors might have inspired
Father Colgan. In 1950 3.4 percent of the population in Ptainfield were immigrants from
Eastern Europe; this is actually a decrease from 4 percent in 1940, and about average for the
state as a whole. U.S. Census Statistics, I have not found any evidence that Plainfield was
particularly active in red scare activities at that time.

56 the Blue Army was not the only Catholic, anti-communist Marian, organization founded during
this period. The Knights of the Immaculata were formed in 1950 to convert the world through
dedication to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. The Servites in Chicago began promoting the Fatima
message in the late 1940s. In 1944 a Detroit homemaker referred to only as Mrs. Mary E. saw a
vision of Mary while praying for the safety of her brother, a soldier. Mary told her to organize
neighborhood groups to pray for the protection of their families. After the war, this network of local
groups, known as the Block Rosary, was taken over by Nicholas Schorn, a local businessperson, who
led the group to make the conversion of Russia its major goal. And in 1950 Mary appeared 1o Mary
Ann Van Hoof in Necedah, lVisconsin, and said that only prayer could save the world from the
enemy which was taking over Korea, and which would soon take over the whole world. These
apparitions attracted quite a following, and about 500 devotees still live there in a tightly knit
community despite the condemnation of the Church. The Blue Army was the only group whicy
focussed primarily on Fatima, and is the largest of the groups still existing. Kselman and Avella,
"Marian Piety," pp. 403-11.

57 Nothing More, p. 326.

58 lbid., p. 327.

59 Kselman and Avella, "Marian Piety," p. 410.
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During the 1950s the United States Blue Army began many of the programs still

central to the organization. A traveling statue of Mary known as the pilgrim virgin statue

toured the United States, beginning in 1951.60 The organization conducted large

pilgrimages to Fatima. In 1953 the Little Blue Army, a children's division, was founded by

Father Colgan. And in 1957 and 1958 the Blue Army produced thirteen hour-long

television shows which were distributed throughout the country.61

Msgr. Colgan and John Haffert traveled extensively recruiting Marian leaders to

promote the Blue Army, and people began to sign the Pledge all over the world. ln 1'952

Scotland's national headquarters were set up in Glasgow. The Blue Army was established

in Canada in 1956, in Australia in 1957, in Italy in 1959, in Guatemala in 1960, in Vietnam

in 1969, and in India in 1969.62 In 1960 the Portugese bishops decided to establish the

Blue Army in every diocese of the country.63

A major step toward making the Blue Army an international organization was

construction of an international Blue Army center in Fatima to house pilgrims and to serve

as a conference center for Marian scholars. Construction began in 1953. The center

eventually contained 125 rooms as well as both Byzantine and Latin rite chapels.

Conversely, the Blue Army almost shut down its national headquarters and the Ave Maria

Institute in the late 1950s when the Steel Workers' Union tried to organize their forty lay

workers. The organization was convinced that the Soviet Union prompted the unionizariot

attempt to prevent the Blue Army from converting Russia. Trustees of the Blue Army, a

self-selected group of five men including the two founders, voted unanimously to shut

down in order to prevent the supposed Soviet takeover; only the order of Bishop Ahr of

Trenton, NJ to stay open saved the group. The workers never unionized'64

60 Nothing More, p. 329. For a further discussion of the pilgrim virgin statue see the section

of this thesis on Blue Army program.

6r tbid., pp. 333-5.

62 thi, is by no means an exclusive list; but it is the best one I can come up with from Blue

Army publications. Ibid., PP. 325'45,

63 tb¡d., p. zl.

64 Haffert,Dear Bishop! p.20.
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The 1960s were a less successful decade for the Blue Army. Two of the women I
interviewed acknowledged that the organiza:ion lost many members during the decade. It
is difficult to tell why because Blue Army literature glosses over the period very quickly.

,So¿l confesses that "Blue Army development was partially retarded after 1960"; John

Haffert entitles one chapter in his memoirs "After 1960: Triumph and Setback" and one of
the subheadings, "Almost unbelievable setbacks."65 The literature hints at several reasons

for these problems. During the 1950s the organization had been emphasizing that the 1960

mystery of Fatima would bring a new, major message to the world. The fact that the

mystery was not revealed in 1960 hurt the group's credibility.66 John Haffert's first wife,

Anne, publically threatened to leave him, which caused negative publicity for the Blue

Army.67 The Second Vatican Council discouraged popular forms of Marian devotion

promoted by the Blue Army, probably affecting membership. Simply by authorizing the

celebration of Mass in the vernacular Vatican II broke Marian devotion's near monopoly

on services in languages which people understood. Although it officially endorsed Marian

devotion, it repeatedly emphasized that it must be subordinate to the liturgy of the Mass.

The Blue Army did not begin any major new campaigns or membership drives during this

period; they concentrated on keeping the members they had and producing films and

publications for later use.

In the 1970s John Haffert realized that the Blue Army in the United States was

becoming too dependent on his work and the work of a few other people who were all

getting older, and decided to reorganize the Blue Army into a more stable and permanent

form.68 The board of trustees wrote a new constitution in L973 which gave themselves

temporary power over the organization. when half the dioceses in the country had official

diocesan Blue Army organizations elections for a National Council and National Executive

committee would be held. The elections took place in L979, and the Most Rev. George W.

65 "Ou, Lady's Army," ,Saal (Special Issue, n. d.), p. 26iHaffert, Dear Bishopl, pp. 115-6.

66 m 1967 the Vatican held a press conference and explained that the 1960 mystery was
for the pope alone and not to be made public. Haffert, Dear Bishopl p. 1i6.

67 tbid., pp. 106-14.

68 John Haffert's personal experience prompted this change. When he left the scapular
apostolate to form the Blue Army Scapular had 500,000 subscribers, and the organization
owned a four story building in New York City, a national shrine, and centers in cities from
coast to coast. Within five years after he left the apostolate went out of existence. Ibid,, p,
1 09.
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Ahr, Bishop of Trenton, NJ became the first elected president of the Blue Army USA; the

Most Rev. Jerome J. Hastrich, bishop of Gallup, NM became vice-president.69 These offices

were, however, relatively ornamental, for Haffert largely retained control. In his role as

international lay delegate for the organization from 1950 until 1985, John Haffert inspired

and organized most of the large international activities, and he served as lay director in

the United States from 1950 until retiring in April, 1987.

Since his retirement Haffert has spent his time lecturing and producing videos

about Fatima and the Blue Army. His administrative, editorial, and organizational tasks

have largely been taken over by the Handmaids of Mary Immaculate. The order, which

moved to Blue Army headquarters in New Jersey in 1975,70 consists of about eleven

women; they are responsible for writing, printing, ordering and shipping Blue Army

literature and religious items. They also administer the National Blue Army Shrine of the

Immaculate Heart of Mary, which was built in Washington, NJ; it now attracts thousands of

pilgrims annually. Today the Blue Army claims over 25 million members in over 110

countries, particularly in the United States, France, Switzerland, Italy, Portugal, Spain,

Germany and Austr alia.1l

The Blue Army in Delaware CountyT2

Kathleen Thompson is the founder of the Blue Army in Delaware County. In 1959

she and her husband went to hear Bishop Fulton Sheen73 speak about Mary at the

Philadelphia convention center; there, they picked up some Blue Army literature. The

Thompsons, impressed with the Blue Army pledge, signed it and distributed it at their

parish meeting. They subscribed to Soul magazine and, subsequently, became convinced of

the importance of the Blue Army.

69 tbid., pp. 117-18.

70 this order was founded by Mother Mary Stanislaus in 1953 to be completely devoted to the

Immaculate Heart of Mary. Handmaids of Mary Immaculate, "serving Our Lady's Blue Army," SouI

38 (Sept.-Oct. 1987), pp. 10-11.

7l "Our Lady's Army," p. 25.

72 Tne information in that follows comes from an interview with Kathleen Thompson on December

1,2, t987.

73 gishop Sheen is described as "the most prominent and popular spokesman of_American
Catholicism during this period...[and] a devotee of both Lourdes and Fatima," in Kselman, "Marian
Piety," p. 411.
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In ]'960, the Thompsons, along with other interested members of their parish

invited Haffert to speak about the 1960 Fatima message' Afterwards' some of the

organizers were planning a small Rosary service to celebrate the success of the event' and

Father colman from Immaculate Heart church in chester offered them his church to use'

The first service was held there on May 13, the anniversary of the initial Fatima

apparition. The participants then decided to hold a service on the 13th of every month'

and they have been doing so for the last 28 years'

Throughouttheyearstheyhaveaddedmoremeetingsandevents.Inl9S2they
opened a county Blue Army center in a former barber shop in collingdale' The center

servesasalibrary,astofeforbooksandreligiousarticles'andabusinessofficeforthe
local chapter. The Delaware County Blue Army is now the largest of the ten chapters in the

Philadelphia Archdiocese. Kathleen Thompson' now president of the Diocesan Blue Army'

plays much the same role for the Delaware county chapter which John Haffert plays for

thenationalorganization.Shecompilestheirpublications'overseestheadministrative
work, recruits members, and is the inspirational figure in the group'
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Beliefs: A Not Quite Apocalyptic World-view:

No age since the flood, which almost destroyed humanity,_ has been

mote the obfect of God's wrath. This century has already counted well over
42,000,000 people killed in war. The figure stuns, when viewed in the light

of centuries preceding.l

The Blue Army's official religious and political beliefs stem from and reinforce the

world-view of the group's leaders. This world-view reinforces the Blue Army's theory that

individual sin is the cause of evil, and thus cessation of individual sin will bring peace. It

describes a world where the enormity of sexual sin has led to the evil of atheistic

communism which threatens the Catholic way of life. The communist threat is portrayed in

almost apocalyptic terms, which in turn inspire the faithful with the necessity of taking

action.

According to Blue Army literature this century is the second most evil time in

history; the amount of sin is almost unprecedented.2 Although the sin causes war and

unrest it is not specifically associated with either violence or lust for power. Rather, the sin

itself "is the abuse of sex - and the inability of many of us even to see the evil because it is

so common, so frequent."3 This abuse, including such sexual relations as extramarital and

homosexual sex, which are condemned by the Bible and thus thought to be against the will

of God, leads to rwo types of evil identified by the Blue Army. The first is materialist,

consumerist evil, which places earthly possessions above people and above God. They

condemn this behavior on the part of Catholics:

We have not been the valiant children of Mary that we should be. Our

mollified living, luxury, immoralities and entertainment have brought
stunning condernnation from the people in the Communist lands that we are

trying ó convert. Have we not ftiled to exemplify sacrifice to them? Have

we not failed to show them enduring christian morality?4

I There is Nothing More, P. 1'53.

2 the most evil time in history immediately preceded the Flood. See Genesis 6:11-13.

3 Nothing More., p. 286.

4 lbid., p. 39.
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Such evil is prevalent in the West, and contradicts centuries of Catholic teaching if not

practice. But this type of evil pales before that of atheistic Communism. The Blue Army

stresses that communists do not believe in God, in the existence of the human soul, or in
life after death. People must serve the only God the system has, the state. Thus, since there

is nothing unique about humankind and there is no God to forbid moral evil, Communists

both take away all freedom and see no inherent evil in killing for the good of the state.

Consistent with these perceptions, the hierarchy of the Blue Army believes that

Communists want to take over the world.S Communists are not the first people to have

committed such sins, but they are the most diabolical, and thus the focus of Blue Army

work.6

This world-view features a very mechanical view of sin. Sin is wrong primarily

because God said it is wrong,T and only secondarily because of any harm it does to people.

Thus, the Blue Army does not believe that a philosophical system which denies God, such

as its caricature of communism, can be in any Ìrvay a moral system. There are several

reasons they find sexual sin to be the most basic sin. Their literature draws upon reports

of the apparition of Mary to Jacinta in the hospital shortly before her death when she

announced that impurity was the most prevalent sin.8 Since Mary is so societally

identified as a virgin, sins she mentions might easily be interpreted to be sexual sins. The

more complex reason stems from the conservative idea that order is the basic cornerstone

of society, necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of all other human values.

Religion and the family together protect this order. Sexual sin, then, does not merely

threaten the family, but also the very society which the family upholds.g Finally, sexual

sin fits in very well with the Blue Army philosophy; it is something the individual has the

5 Father Robert J. Fox, The Marian Cathechism (Washington, NJ: AMI Press, 1985), p. 111

6 hid, p.62.

7 The Blue Army does allow itself a certain amount of latitude in defining what God
considers sin, though. Never in the apparitions did Mary refer to communism, but only to
Russia. It is the Blue Army which adds the emphasis on communism as a sin.

8 Johnston, Fatima, p. 64. Mary does not specifically explain what type of impurity she is
referring to; the Blue Army leaders interpret consistently with tradtional Catholic teachings
on sexuality.

9 Fot a discussion of this concept as it functions in the philosophy of the New Religious Right,
which is largely applicabte to the Blue Army, see Pamela Johnston Conover, Feminism and
the New Rlgl¡r (New York: Praeger, 1983), pp. 69-72.
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ability to control. It is much simpler to say to a person, "Go out and end your own sexual

sin," than it is to say, "Go out and end \ryar." Thus the Blue Army emphasizes for change

something which people can control. This is a very narrow view of sin. It neglects sins

people perform against others, and totally ignores the effect of society's stn¡ctural sin.

Thus, it encourages people to curtail their own sexual sin at the cost of discouraging them

from taking action against the structural sins of society which may be hurting them as

well as others.

The Blue Armv Pledse:

The Blue Army Pledge summarizes the official religious beliefs of the Blue Army. It

is only 93 words long, and each phrase is crucial. The Pledge begins by describing Mary as

a queen, as Blue Army literature says she sometimes appeared at Fatima.l0 She is Queen

of Heaven, Queen of the World, and Queen of the Universe. Her royal status has two

consequences:

1. That Mary is a Queen not only in name but in reality. She has rights
over us...by virtue of being the Mother of the King of Kings, and by virtue of
the fact that She earned these rights at the foot of the Cross.

2. As a Queen she is all powerful. His Holiness [Pope Pius XII] stressed
that world peace depends directly upon Our Lady...in the same manner
expressed by little Jacinta who said: "God has entrusted the peace of the

world to her." \l

Mary is quoen both because she is mother of the King of Kings and because as a

human she cooperated totally with God's works, that is, she voluntarily consented to

become the mother of God and to suffer with him throughout his earthly life. Because she

is queen people have the obligation to love, respect, and praise her; further, they must

dedicate their lives to her service, which means offering all their trials as sacrifices in

10 Any direct accounts of the apparitions (i.e. Lucia's memoirs) do not emphasize Mary's
queenship. But the Blue Army literature goes to great lengths to establish links between Our
Lady of Fatima and Mary the Queen. For instance, in several places the Blue Army explains
that the star which Mary wore on her robe at Fatima symbolized her connection with Queen
Esther, whose name means "star." Like Esther, Mary is a queen who intercedes with the King
in behalf of her people. See the Book of Esther, and John Haffert, Who is the Woman of the

ApocalypseT, (Washington, NJ: AMI Press), p.9.

11 "As a Marian Year Devotion Should We Crown Our Lady's Statue?" So¿l (September-

October 1987), p. 14.
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reparation for the sins of the world. As queen, Mary is so powerful that not only can she

save the world from war if people will do their part to decrease the amount of sin in the

world, but application to her is the only thing that can save the world. The Blue Army

phrases much of its discussion of Mary's queenship in tautological terms. Since Mary is

Queen of the World, she alone has power over the world. Since only she has such power,

we should think of her as queen. This power is sufficient for her to convert Russia and

bring world peace; she is identified with the woman in Revelation '1,2, who in popular

Catholic tradition crushes the red dragon which is the Prince of Darkness.l2 Thus, only

Mary can save the world from Russia, which like the dragon is "red" and seeks to lead "the

whole world astray."

The analogy paralleling Mary and Russia with the woman and the dragon in

Revelation facilitates and reinforces the development of an apocalyptic mood prevalent in

Blue Army literature. The writings do not maintain that the world's end is near, yet

apocalyptic events are described as inevitable. For example, the Soviet Union is portrayed

as Satan and the West as soldiers of God; a battle is predicted soon between them which

must leave one side destroyed. This world-view is exhibited in the Blue Army song, sung

at Rosary Devotions for World Peace:

There's an army on the march, there's a battle to be won;
The Blue Army needs your help, won't you join it everyone.
The Blue Army's guns are prayers, for the foe is satan's Reds.
Won't you join it with your prayers, it's the Army satan dreads

Their literature reinforces this mood:

Let this be made clear from the start: We [the Blue Army] are not
pacifists. If need be we are prepared to fight to the death rather than
õapitulate to the foul and Satanic tyranny of Moscow.l3

When Our Lady promised the conversion of atheistic Russia and world
peace She was declaring war to the death upon the diabolic, atheistic forces

wttictr have driven men to the threshold of self-destruction.l4

12 Actualty, in Revelation 12:6, the woman flees from the dragon. The idea that the woman
triumphs developed when this passage became associated with Genesis 3:15. Traditional
Catholic teaching says that the woman will crush the serpent, which led people to believe by
analogy that Mary crushed the dragon. But this interpretation was based on a

mistranslation; Genesis 3:15 actuatly suggests that the woman and the snake will torment
each other. Warner, Alone, p. 246.

13 Nothing More, p. 61.

14 ftid., p. 30.
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Apocalypticism aids the Blue Army in two ways. By portraying the Soviet Union as

Satan poised to destroy Western civilization it encourages unthinking, total condemnation of

the Soviet Union by its members. By portraying a final battle and implying that it will come

soon, urgency is added to the organization's request for action to convert Russia. But the

Blue Army retains respectability by never explicitly stating what they imply. We shall

discuss how Blue Army members actually reinterpret this apocalyptic mood to be more

coherent with the world they observe; abstractly communism gives them incentive to pray,

but on more personal levels they are more concerned about other aspects of sin with which

they are more personally acquainted. They also display very ambivalent feelings toward

Mary's queenship.

The pledge next refers to Mary as mother. Mary is the mother of all Catholics

because she is the mother of God.

Mary is our spiritual Mother in the order of grace. Jesus is the source

of all grace. Mary is therefore the Mother of grace. Jesus is the Vine and we
are the branches. Jesus is the Head of the Church. Mary is the Mother of the
Head of the Church which is Christ's Mystical Body. By being Mother of the
Head or Vine, Mary is Mother of the members, the branches. This makes

Mary the Mother of the Church.l5

As he was dying on the cross Jesus gave Mary to John to be his mother;i6 the Blue Army

believes that John was meant to symbolize all people, and that Jesus meant Mary to be the

spiritual mother of all humanity. As our mother she loves us, cares for us, and works

untiringly for our good by interceding with God on our behalf. This is in fact the image of

Mary which is most meaningful to the members of the Blue Army. Mary's motherhood

provides a reason for her to make the promise which is the next phrase in the Blue Army

pledge: "to convert Russia and bring peace to all mankind." The pledge phrases this

promise quite positively, but in the original apparition it was clearly conditional; there

would be peace if certain provisions were followed. Phrased positively as it is in the

pledge, it offers an encouraging certainty of hope.

15 For, Marian Catechism , p. 59.

16 tnis is the traditional interpretation of John 19:26-27. Mary is not named directly but is

referred to as "his Uesus'l mother"; and the man is called only "the disciple whom he [Jesus]

loved."
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The Pledge continues, "in reparation to your Immaculate Heart for my sins and the

sins of the whole world, I solemnly promise..." This section is based in the apparitions. In

her June 13, l9l7 appearance, Mary told the children that God wished to establish devotion

on earth to her Immaculate Heart. The Blue Army asserts that devotion to the Immaculate

Heart of Mary, which symbolizes both her person and her love for humanity, is particularly

important in this age of great sin because it illustrates the possibility that humans, like

Mary, can with God's help become sinless.l7 Mary feels in her own heart everything which

Jesus feels in his, as any mother feels the emotions of her children. Since her heart is also

sinless, it feels every sin committed by humanity as pain.lS Because people since the

Industrial revolution have been so sinful the Sacred Heart of Jesus and thus also the Heart of

Mary are very pained; people therefore have a duty to perform acts of reparation to them:

The concept of God being offended seems too abstract for us. But
when we see a human being like ourselves immersed in pain it is natural for
our heart to go out to that person. God has used a bit of divine psychology in
bringing us to a realization of what sin does when we see Mary share with
her wayward children the wages of sin. She deserved none of the world's
punishment. And yet she has taken on a share more than that of all
creatures put together.l9

People owe reparation to Mary both because she participated intimately in the salvation

of the world and because it's natural to prevent one's mother from hurting. Moreover,

through prayers and acts of reparation believers can help win salvation for other people,

as Mary desires her children to do for each other.

The forms such reparation to Mary the queen and Mary the mother should take are

described in the three promises of the Blue Army Pledge. The first promise is, "To offer up

every day the sacrifices demanded by my daily duty." Lucia told John Haffert that this

was the central message of Fatima. Fulfilling one's daily duty requires one, "to do every

day, and to the best of our ability, what our state of life requires, both in the spiritual and

the material order."2O Doing so accomplishes two things. It fulfills God's will: one must

17 Andrew Fths, The Immaculate Heart of Mary in Wortd Renewal (Washington, NJ: AMI
Press), p. 4.

18 Nothing More, p. 133.

19 Richard Bartlett, Why Reparation to the Immaculate Heart of Mary? (Washington, NJ:

AMI Press), p. 2.

20 "Daily Duty: Our Greatest Weapon," Soøl (Special Issue, n. d.), p. 14.
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accept sacrifices to atone for one's own sins and the sins of humanity. Second, it is yet

another way to bring God continually to mind, to spend time with God. And the more time

one spends thinking of God the less time one will be open to temptations to sin.

Offering up one's daily duty also provides the Blue Army's answer to the question

of theodicy. "In itself, suffering is evil. Offered to God as our share in the cross, it has value

and meaning."Zl Thus, each individual person has the power to make his or her own

suffering meaningful: it can be used to atone for the sins of the world. The meaning is

created by an individual's act of will in consciously offering sacrifices. Thus every person

can continually be aiding the salvation of the world.

Not everyone can be a martyr for the faith, but with the idea of daily duty all can

contribute in a meaningful way. The opportunity to make sacrifices

...is presented to the married couple who yearn for children but
must spend their lives childless; the stock clerk who had wanted in vain to
be a great surgeon; the man or woman who suffers disappointment in love
and must spend a lifetime alone; and the man or woman who must live,
work and die under the anxiety or pain of poverty or chronic illness.

These are the things and these are the people which atheistic
communism has to fear, because they are its executioners. Communism
will perish from the earth, not before the onslaught of armies and missiles,
but at the hands of the afflicted, the impoverished, the hopeless, the weak,
the humble and the faithful. Their weapons are the sick bed, the wheel
chair, anxiety, frustration, failure, obscurity, fortitude, faith, hope and
charity. The meek shall inherit the earth.z2

This quote ilustrates the audience that the Blue Army wishes to address: the people who are

discontented with society, who have not achieved all that they feel they might have. Doing

one's daily duty in reparation for the sins of the world gives these people power to feel that

they can bring about the conversion of Russia and world peace. It also might discourage them

from taking concrete action with others to improve their lives, or the world around them.

The second promise in the pledge is to say part of the Rosary (at least five decades)

every day while meditating on the mysteries. This provision goes directly back to Fatima;

on each of her appearances Mary mentioned saying the Rosary. The Blue Army attributes

great the Rosary with many miracles, large and small. For example, its very origin is

2l Nothing More, p. 153

22 hid., p. i48.
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miraculous. St. Dominic, to whom Mary gave the Rosary in 1208, used it to bring many

members of the Albigensian heresy back to the faith.23 They credit the Soviet Union's

granting Austria its independence in 1955 to the daily recitation of the Rosary by over ten

percent of the Austrian population. They also attribute the overthrow of the democratic

govemment of Brazil by a vicious military coup - which they consider to be a stunning

defeat for communism - mainly to the power of Rosary marches throughout the

country.24 The Blue Army emphasizes these "triumphs" of the Rosary to bolster their

claims that Mary can save the world from Communism and nuclear war. If Mary can

perform these small scale defeats of communism, she can also convert the whole Soviet

Union.

The Blue Army emphasises that one does not receive the benefits of the Rosary

merely by saying the words of the prayers; people who do so find the Rosary dull and

repetitious. To make the Rosary more meaningful one should first make the prayer a

spiritual communion with Mary and Jesus. Each of the 153 times one calls on the name of

Jesus in the prayer, and each of the 306 times one names Mary, one can call on them

spiritually, to bring them into one's sou1.25 fne second aspect of a meaningful Rosary is to

meditate upon the mysteries, fifteen events in the lives of Jesus and Mary. Meditation on

the mysteries reminds one of the lives Jesus and Mary led as well as of instructions in

morality. These reminders are necessary because "Every day, every hour, we are besieged

with specific moral problems and dangers. We must duly recall and apply the truths we

have been taught. If we do not, we forget, we grow lax, insipid, and finally may lose our

23 Marina Warner suggests that the Dominican Alanus de Rupe made up the story of this

apparition in the tate-Isttr century. There is no documentation of the apparition before then.

If ls not clear when the Rosary originated. Chains of beads used to count prayers were

known in Islam as early as thê 9th century C.E. Perhaps the crusaders brought them back to

Europe. In 1041 Lady Godiva of Coventry left a will indicating that a circlet of gems on

which she used to say her prayers shoulá be given to a church to be hung upon a statue of

Mary. "Alone," pp. 308-09.

24 According to eye-witness Hugh Lacey there were indeed large Rosary marches, consisting

mainly of up-per-ctáss women. Hã suggests that U.S. aid and intelligence activities were,

however more responsible for the coup. The Rosary marches, by suggesting discontent with

the government, did supply the United States with an excuse for supporting the coup'

25 Nothing More, p.218.
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way entirely."26 Thus the meditation recommended in one Blue Army publication for the

first mystery, the Annunciation, is:

Told that she is to be the Mother of God, Mary asks the angel, "How
can this be done?" She thinks first of her vow of virginity. Let us ask Our
Lady as we pray the first decade for an appreciation of the importance of
purity according to our state in life.21

In the prayer people do not merely remind themselves of the moral obligations; through

grace they obtain the strength to fulfill them.28 The strength comes from Mary, for when

people pray her prayer, the Rosary, she prays with them. She makes their problems her

own, and she longs to give them the strength and the purity of her heart.29

The final condition of the Blue Army Pledge, which is also rooted in the 1917

apparitions, is "to wear the Scapular of Mt. Carmel as profession of this promise and as an

act of consecration to you." Like the Rosary, the scapular has power on t'wo levels. The

miraculous level is traced back to St. Simon Stock, general of the Carmelite Order in the

mid-l3th century. In about 1251, Mary appeared to him, promised him her aid to fight

both external attacks against and internal dissent withing the order, and she made the

scapular of his order a special sign of her love and protection.3O Further, she gave what

has become known as the Sabbatine Privilege: "This shall be to you and to all Carmelites a

privilege, that anyone who dies clothed in this shall not suffer eternal fire; and if wearing

it they die, they shall be saved."3l This statement has traditionally been interpreted to

26 lbid., p. 168. Blue Army literature often repeats the idea that evil is waiting to attack
members tõ prevent them from fulfilling the pledge; this probably reinforces the negative
view of society that members already have.

27 "The Rosary: How to Pray it Properly," Soal (Special Issue, n. d.), p. 23. The tradition that

Mary made snôh a vow can be traced back to some versions of the apocryphal Book of
James.

28 Gra". is "the free and unmerited favor of God as manifested in the salvation of sinners."

Thus, all grace comes from God. But Mary is mediatrix of all graces; thus all gra_c-es given by

God are d-ispensed by Mary. Theologians argue about precisely how this works. W. G' Most,

"Grace,"Neri CatholiZ Encyclopedia,-vol.6 pp. 658-74. J. B. Carol, "Blessed Virgin Mary II,"
New Catholic Encyclopedia. vol.9 pp.347-64.

29 "There is Nothing More," p. 168.

30 tnis story is traceable back only to about the year 1500. See Warner, Alone, pp.328-329.

3l Nothing More, p. 249.
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mean that those who wear the Brown Scapular faithfully, say either the Little Office32 or

the Rosary daily, and observe chastity according to their station in life will be rescued

from purgatory by Mary on the fîrst Saturday after they die33 and will be brought up to

Heaven.34 A great deal of the Blue Army's promotion of the scapular centers around the

Sabbatine Privilege. The Blue Army also promotes wearing the scapular because of its
other miraculous powers: they attribute to it calming storms, stopping bullets in mid flight,

and many deathbed repentances and conversions. And, of course, the Carmelite Order still

exists today.35 Thus, the Blue Army capitalizes on people's normal fears of death by

offering a remedy for it which supports their view of Mary's power.

Like the Rosary, the Scapular is a sign of devotion to Mary. As the Sabbatine

Privilege emphasizes Mary's power and queenship, the scapular can also emphasize Mary's

motherhood.

A good mother provides clothing for her children. Mary as our
Mother has given us this gaÍnent. When we wear it we are saying to her, "I
accept you as my Mother and I want to please your heart." By baptism \rye

are adopted children of God. The scapular is a sign that we are adopted
children of Mary by our own free choice.3 6

Wearing the scapular signals devotion to Mary,the belief that she will intercede at the

time of one's death, and the belief that the prayers of all the members of the Carmelite

Order, and of all the people who are enrolled in the scapular, are present with the wearer.

Thus the scapular appeals to people by promising personal gain and emphasizing Mary's

great power.

32 fne Littte Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary is a set of Marian prayers and biblical
readings dating back to the tenth century. G. E. Schidel, "Little Office of the BVM." New
Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 8, pp. 854-5.

33 Purgatory is "the state, place, or condition in the next world, which witl continue until the
last judgement, where the souls of those who die in the state of grace, but not yet free from
all imperfection, make expiation" for the sins preventing them from reaching heaven, "and
by so doing, are purified before they enter heaven." R. J. Bastian, "Purgatoryi' New Catholic
Encyclopedia, vol. 11, pp. 1034-39.

34 tnis is not official Church doctrine, although it is not antithetical to it. Officially, Mary's
intercession will release anyone fulfilling the three requirements from Purgatory soon after
death. The release is most likely to occur on a Saturday.

35 Howard Rafferty, Stories of the Brown Scapular (V/ashington, NJ: AMI Press), pp. 1-16.

36 Fo*, Marian Catechism, p. 90.
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The three promises of the pledge provide a plan of action consistent with the Blue

Army's world-view that peace can be obtained by eliminating personal sin. This in turn

coheres with the attributes they grant to Mary in each of her two guises as queen and

mother.

Mainstream Marian Devotion:

All the Blue Army's literature longer than a page bears an imprimateur and a nihil

obstat granted by the Catholic Church; these signify that nothing in the writing contradicts

official Church doctrine. But the Blue Army does not fully conform itelf to parameters set

by the Church in such documents as Vatican ll's Constitution on the Church or the National

Conference of Catholic Bishops' 1973 pastoral letter on Mary, Behotd Your Mother.31

Rather, the Blue Army is selective about the qualities of Mary and types of Marian

devotion it emphasizes. It treads a fine line, accepting enough of traditional Catholicism to

retain its respectability with the Church, yet at the same time choosing as its emphases

aspects which will support its views.

The Blue Army does share all the main emphases of the teachings: Mary is the

loving mother of God and of the Church. People should venerate her because she

cooperated fully and intimately with God in the process of human salvation. In turn, all

true devotion to Mary is a means to lead us to true devotion to Jesus. However, the Blue

Army also emphasizes certain teachings barely mentioned or not mentioned at all in
Church documents. The pastoral letter shows concern about the recent decline in devotion

to Mary, especially decline in use of the Rosary and scapular. The bishops give the familiar

instruction that meditation on the mysteries is necessary for a proper Rosary. Yet whereas

these two sacramentals3S receive only slightly more than two of fifty five pages of text in

37 These two documents although more than fifteen years old are valid for comparison
purposes because Blue Army literature often refers to them for support of the group's

beliefs and becauses a large percentage of the literature the Blue Army is still diestributing
was written in the 1970s.

38 According to the Second Vatican Council's Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
sacramentals are "sacred signs which bear a resemblance to the Sacraments; they signify
effects, particularly of a spiritual kind, which are obtained through the Church's. intercession.

By thenr, men are disposed to receive the chief effect of the Sacraments, and various
oócasions in life are rendered holy." Sacramentals besides the rosary and scapular include
holy lvater, the ashes for Ash Wednesday, and the blessed palms for Palm Sunday. M.
B.Schepers, "Sacramentals," New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol' 12, pp,790'92.
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the pastoral letter, Blue Army literature devotes half its space to them. And unlike Blue

Army literature, Behotd Your Moth¿r does not mention the miraculous powers of the

sacramentals; the bishops merely state that "these tested forms of devotion bring us closer

to Christ through the example and protection of His Holy Mother."39

The outstanding difference between the treatment of Mary in these two sets of

documents is that whereas the Blue Army gives equal weight to Mary's roles as mother and

queen, the Vatican II document does not mention Mary as a queen at all, and Behold Your

Mother usos the designation only once: Mary is the "Queen of the home...she inspires all

mothers to transmit the Christian faith to their children."4O Totally absent is the view of

Mary the omnipotent queen who is the last resort to prevent world destruction. It is from

this premise, of course, that most of the Blue Army's political beliefs stem.

A major concern of the Church documents downplayed by the Blue Army is that the

liturgy should supply the lead in Marian devotion. In this way the bishops subtly

subordinate Marian devotion to the Mass. No one in the Blue Army would claim that Marian

devotion should supersede the Mass, but they do not emphasize this to the same degree as

the Church documents.

The Church documents tread a fine line. They want to acknowledge the heritage of

centuries of Catholicism which emphasized Mary's supernatural powers as exhibited through

her sacramentals and her own actions. Yet they are also trying to defend the Church before

the modern world; this requires the downplaying of miracles. Another criticism the bishops

hope to dispel is the claim that Catholic emphasis on Mary detracts from worship of God. Thus,

Mary must be shown to be subordinate to God. Consequently, Marian devotion is subordinated

to the Mass, and the portrayal of Mary as a queen whose power might be on the same level as

that of God the king is omitted, overshadowed, or reformulated to connote domestic duties

along the lines of traditional gender roles. Besides the need to defend Catholicism, a certain

amount of sexism may influence the bishops' attitudes. They do not want such powerful

female figure as Mary who might encourage women to assert their own power within the

Church.

39 National Council of Catholic Bishops, Behold Your Mother: Woman of Faith (1'973),

p. 35.

4o ftid, p. 49
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According to Father Henry Fehren, recent placement of less emphasis on Mary as

queen is justified:

Apart from masochists, most of us do not want to come crawling to a
powerful, ego-centric queen. Even the notion of a queen is so debased these
days that this title for Mary seems less attractive for devotion.4l

Asked to evaluate the change in Marian devotion over the last quarter-century, he

responded that, "the quantity is less but the quality is more. Much of the glop is gone. Mary

is still an integral part of our liturgical-devotional life, just as she was an integral part of the

redemptive work of Jesus her son."42 Father Fehren would see much of the Blue Army

activity as reactionary "glop,"hiding the true nature of Marian devotion. Ultimately, it would

be difficult for the Church to disavow the Blue Army for everything it does has Church

precedent. But probably a good many church people believe that the Blue Army harms

Catholicism by portraying it as a superstitious, reactionary religion.

The Blue Army's beliefs about Mary's power are not consistent. Its literature

repeatedly say the Mary has both the will and the complete power to bring peace over the

earth. Yet they rationalize the present lack of world peaco by asserting that she needs

people's help and prayers to accomplish her goal. These two statements are not logically

consistent, but they do help reinforce the behavior expected of Blue Army members. The

Blue Army pledge calls for personal acts of prayer and sacrifice to save the world. These

actions can be performed by the individual, yet the traditional nature of the Rosary and

Scapular connects the individual participant with millions of other worshippers for

hundreds of years, making the actions therefore seem more effective. This individual

mode of action seems more reasonable if there is some powerful figure like Mary who can

thus be persuaded to perform the actual change for the members. It allows individuals

who do not see results from their prayers not to be discouraged. But that Mary needs their

help also encourages people to continue their sacrifices. Sin is wrong because it pains the

heart of Mary. People who are devoted to Mary must try to spare her the pain, and not

just leave her to her own accord to end sin. Such a world-view has a particularly American

emphasis on the personal, which may discourage people from joining together to take

concrete action to improve their own lives.

41 Hen.y Fehren, "Bring Flowers of the Rarest." U.S. Cathollc (June 1987), p. 60.

42 hid., p. 6t.
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The Blue Armv: Orsanization:

The structure of the Delaware County Blue Army follows the recommendations in the

official BIue Army Manual. Membership simply entails signing the Blue Army Pledge, and then

having one's name flown to Fatima and buried at the site of the apparitions. Names are also

placed on the mailing lists of local chapters. There are no fees or initiation processes.The vast

majority of members participate only on this level.

The basic unit of organization for active members in the organization is the cell: a small

group who gather weekly for an hour of prayer. The Manuøl recommends that cells comprise

between three and five people; Delaware County cells and ones reported on in Soul have from

eight to twenty members.l The cell, both in numbers of participants and activities, is based

on the model of the first cell comprised of Lucia, Jacinta, and Francisco. The Blue Army

recommends specific guidelines for cell activities: elaborate series of readings from books

about Fatima and Mary,z meditations on and prayers for the sins of the world,3 and a time for

personal resolutions either for oneself or for the growth of the cell. In actuality, however, the

major activity of local cells is praying the Rosary. The Rosary is required by the pledge and

thus something members would do anyway; the emphasis on this prayer makes cells less

active and powerful than the model would have them.

Cells are organized on the parish level, with no parish among the fifty in Delaware

County hosting more than one cell. While only a few of these parishes have active Blue Army

cells, several other have groups of people, many of whom are Blue Army members, who meet

weekly to pray the Rosary. Consequently, the distinction between cells and these other small

groups is hazy. 

1 See for example Toni Cormier, "'Little Report' Shows Faith and Trust," Soøl (January-

February 1988), p. 20.

2Th"r" books include There is Nothing More, the special issue of SouI, and books by John
Haffert on the Rosary and Scapular, Blue Army Manual (Washington, NJ: AMI Press, n. d.), p.

20.

3 Such sins include: "Crime? Hatred in neighborhood or city? Disobedience in the Church?

Pornography?" Ibid.

4 Interview with Kathleen Thompson and confirmed by several others.
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The county cells and members not associated with cells combine to form the Delaware

County chapter. There are 1700 people on the county mailing list; most are members, and

eighty percent of the lay people are women. According to the Blue Army rules the chapter has

a priest who serves as its Spiritual Director, Father Hugh McSherry, the official diocesan

liaison with all Marian groups. He gives spiritual advice and has veto power over their

activities.S Thus Blue Army structure perpetuates two hierarchies: that of clergy over lay

people, and that of a man over a group of women. The women interviewed for this paper

were not disturbed by this; they were all very fond of Father McSherry.

The chapter meets after their "monthly holy hour", which is a worship service held at 7

p.m. on the third sunday of the month at Our Lady of Perpetual Help Old Church in Morton'

Usually only ten percent of the approximately 200 people who attend the holy hour remain

for the business meeting. These business meetings elect officers to three-year terms, and

make many of the decisions about who will take on what tasks.

There are ten such chapters which form the Philadelphia archdiocesan division. The

division elects officers to oversee "get-togethers" between chapters as well as activities

involving many chapters, such as pilgrimages. Kathleen Thompson is now president of the

diocesan division, and another Delaware County woman, Kay, is its treasurer. The spiritual

director, president, and an elected delegate from the diocesan division are members of the

National Council which decides on general policy for the Blue Army in the United States; the

Council elects the National Executive Committee, which oversees most of the group's

activities.6 In 1987 this body had two women members and seven men. Both the president

and vice president were priests, as were two other of the men.7

The National Blue Army has very strict rules governing the activities of the local

chapters and divisions. Groups are not permitted to take public stands on any unapproved

Marian apparitions. All elected officers must subscribe to SouI magazine. The groups may

distribute only official Blue Army literature; any publicity campaigns or promotions which are

designed by tocal groups must be approved by national headquarters. And no member of the

5 Bfue Army Manual, p. ll.

6 Each country's Blue Army has its own constitution and form of organization, although cells

are universal.

7 Sirtr. Mary Grace , "Ig87 National Council Meeting," Soul (January-February 1988),

p.23,
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organized Blue Army is allowed to approach the bishop on group matters without the

permission of their spiritual director.S The Manual says these rules are to prevent the

organization from being led astray by misguided people; again, it reinforces obedience to the

Church, and consequently, to men.

The Blue Army members in Delaware County would not talk to me about their budget.

There seemed to be two reasons for this. First, they saw no possible relevance of the question

to my thesis topic. Second, they considered it impolite to ask about someone else's finances.

The Blue Army as a whole puts great emphasis on its being a purely spiritual organization.

Members are never required to give the organization money, and the Blue Army is both

forbidden to raise money by such means as raffles and discouraged from directly soliciting

funds. They are to raise money by making public their activities and then listing their needs;

God will move people to contribute.9 The Delaware County Blue Army appparently follows

these guidelines. They do not solicit money for their daily operations, but they do hint in their

newsletters, "Support Your Blue Army Center!" Their daily operating expenses are fairly low;

they pay only $50 per month rent for the center. For special projects they announce the

amount of money they need and the amount they have raised; the implication is that readers

should close the gap. The women in the Blue Army have faith in this way of raising money,

and it works for them. Requiring members to pay would certainly decrease the membership

of the group. An emphasis that donations are not required gives the Blue Army a very honest

image during a time of public scandals about television evangelists who steal from their

followers.

Prosram:

The programs of the Delaware County Blue Army, which include most of the activities

recommended by the National Headquarters, can be divided into three groups: organizational,

religious, and political. The organizational activities keep the movement functioning and

growing. For example, the chapter publishes a quarterly newsletter listing upcoming events,

available resources, prayers, and inspirational readings taken from Blue Army sources. It also

runs the Blue Army Center in Collingdale, which is staffed Tuesday through Saturday by

8 Bfue Army Manual, p. 18

t hid., p. t3.
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friendly volunteers. Although open to the public, the main functions the center seryes are as

office and storage space. In the approximately forty hours I spent there from October, 1987 to

February, 1988, no one ever came in for any teason. The organizalioî is aware of this; they

would like to move but have not been able to find another location which is both safe and

inexpensive.l0 Other organizational activities include less formal get-togethers for members;

such meetings usually include a Mass at one of the several churches supportive of the

organization, a dinner, and a guest speaker on Mary, Fatima, or the Blue Army'll

A second type of organizational activity is more devoted to outreach programs. The

national headquarters recommends that groups rent bill boards or signs on public

transportation to publicize the Fatima message and the group; a suggested message is "The

world is fragile - Handle with prayer (the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima)." There are none

of these locally. presently the Delaware County Chapter is engaged in fundraising to buy time

on cable television to air a documentary about Fatima on June 11, 1988, the Feast of the

Immaculate Heart of Mary.l2 Another outreach activity is setting up tables at popular

community events such as the community day held each September and February at the

springfield Mall where I first met them. There are other more modest forms of outreach:

members keep racks of the group's literature in the backs of several county churches, and

individuals often tack up pamphlets in such public places as bank lobbies and train stations.l3

While the nexus of the Blue Army's religious activities is the small, weekly Rosary

sessions run by individual cells, there are a variety of much larger religious services. On the

thirteenth day of each month from May to October, the anniversaries of the apparitions, larger

Rosary devotions are held for world peace; these include music, prayer' and consecration to

the hearts of Jesus and Mary. On a still larger scale are the biannual Rosary Rallies held

outdoors in May and October. These are often organized with the help of other local Catholic

10 Another advantage to the Collingdale location is that the landlady serves a free luch to

the staffer and anyone else in the office at noon every day'

11 the last such get-together was on October 31, 1987. It included the Rosary, Mass, a roast

beef dinner, and a talk by John Haffert; it cost ten dollars per person.

12 tnis film, entitled Fatima, is narrated by Ricardo Montalban. It includes historical footage

of V/ortd War I and the Rusiian Revolution, interviews with witnesses of the October 13,

1917 miracle, and an interview with Alexander solzhenitsyn.

13 Sirrce beginning my thesis is September 1987 I've seen rheir pamphlets several times in

the provident Bank in Swarthmore as well as at the Swarthmore and Morton train stations.
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groups such as the Legion of Mary and the Knights of Columbus.l4 Featuring a living Rosary -

people standing across a hillside in the shape of a set of Rosary beads, each person holding a

candle or flashlight to blink at the proper prayer, the most recent Rosary Rally, held at Rose

Tree Park on October 4, 7987, attracted 3,000 people.

For the last several years the national organization has put a major emphasis on First

Saturday Devotions. These rituals fulfill the request Mary made to Lucia in 1925 to establish

devotion to her Immaculate Heart on the first Saturdays of five consecutive months. The Blue

Army goes so far as to state that "the practice of this devotion is the rneans for obtaining the

conyersion of Russia through the consecration of Russia." 15 These devotions require

confession, receiving Communion, saying five decades of the Rosary, and meditation upon the

mysteries of the Rosary for fifteen minutes in fellowship with Mary. All is to be done in a

spirit of reparation to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Many chapters traditionally elaborate

their devotions with colorful banners, coronations of statues of Mary, children dressed up as

the three Fatima seers to lead the Rosary, and lots of little girls in angel costu-"..16 The Blue

Army's original goal was to hold such devotions in every diocese in the country; last summer

they announced that they had reached their goal and were now attempting to establish them

in every parish. In Delaware County the devotions rotate among parishes.

Another form of devotion promulgated by the National Blue Army which is not

performed in Delaware County is the All-Night Vigil of prayer and penance. This form of

penance contains two Masses: one dedicated to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and one to the

Immaculate Heart of Mary.

In 1948 the Blue Army stated that following its Pledge was all that was necessary to

bring about the conversion of Russia and world peace. Since then it has modified its position

14 th" Legion of Mary is an association of lay Catholics centered around service to Mary.
Their greatest membership is in the Philippines and Brazil, but they are also active in the
U.S. They are not organized around any particular apparition or set of devotions, and,
compared to the Blue Army, they put a greater emphasis on social action and winning
converts to Catholicism. The Knights of Columbus was founded in Connecticut in 1882 as a
fraternal benefits society for Catholic men; they donate much money to war relief efforts
and Catholic schools and universities. See T. P.Carroll, "Legion of Mary," New Catholic
Encycloped.ia, vol.8, pp.616-17;L,E.Hart "Knights of Columbus," New Catholic Encyclopedia,
vol. 8, pp. 215-17.

15 Nothing More, p. 97.

16 Sirt.. Maria Jacinta, "First Saturdays in San Francisco," Soøl (September-October 1987), p.

27.
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first they added an emphasis on all night vigils in 1961, and now they stress First Saturday

devotions. But the additional activities must be explained by more than theological

adjustment. The organization realized that what they were doing had not yet brought about

Russia's conversion - obviously, they must add more. And perhaps the members simply have

been getting bored, and the new devotions served as outlets for their energy. Although the

three items in the Pledge remain central for bringing about the conversion, the Blue Army

does greatly emphasize rhe additions, indicating that Blue Army leaders still maintain that

their actions can bring about peace in their lifetimes, even if they must adjust what they

actions should be.

Besides devotional services a major focus of the Blue Army is its pilgrimages, which are

very popular with members. Fatima Travel, the travel agency of the Blue Army, is a non-

profit organization that enables the group to offer pilgrimages at fairly inexpensive rates.

They are open to anyone, member or non-member. In 1987 the Delaware County Blue Army

participated in five pilgrimages: to Medugorje, Yugoslavia; to Fatima; to Lourdes and Fatima; to

Guadalupe, Mexico; and to the Blue Army Shrine in V/ashington, NJ.17 Pilgrim parties, which

are led by a priest, consist of daily Masses and Rosaries, visits to major and minor shrines

along the path, and time for participants to enjoy the foreign country. The Blue Army does not

organize pilgrimages for penitential reasons; it encourages individuals to attend to strengthen

their own faith by experiencing the presence of Mary at places where she has physically

been.l8 This emphasis on individual gain is consistent with the Blue Army's emphasis on

personal rather than group action to bring about peace.

Mary comes to those who are unable to make pilgrimages through the Pilgrim Virgin
program. In 1947 Bishop da Silva of Fatima blessed two large pilgrim virgin statues of Our

Lady of Fatima,lg one to be carried to Russia, and one for the Americas. The Russian statue

was taken secretly into the Soviet Union in 1950; it is now housed in the chapel of the U.S.

embassy in Moscow. The American Mary arrived in Buffalo in 1947, and more than 3,000,000

17 tn t987 seven days in Yugoslavia cost $999 per person, seven days in Fatima cost $799
per person, and fourteen days in Europe including Fatima and Lourdes cost $1299 per
person.

18 John Haffert, Go! Your Mother is Catting is You!(Washington, NJ: AMI Press, 1986), þ.7.

19 Fatima Pilgrim Virgin statues portray Mary crowned as a queen and holding out a Rosary
and a Scapular.
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people saw it in the next year.2O The purpose of the statues is to inspire devotion to Mary.

The Blue Army Manual explains that:

Statues may be compared to a flag, before which we solemnly stand
and to which we pledge allegiance even though it is but a worthless piece of
cloth... Through them, and by their devout use, honor is given to the person
they represent.2l

Today the Blue Army sponsors another pilgrim virgin statue, blessed by Pope Paul VI

which tours the United States. Dioceses request visits from the statue; Sister Mary Grace at the

Ave Maria Institute does the scheduling. 'Wherever it travels it is greeted and carried in

procession; special services are held for it and special prayers are said. Further, many

miraculous events have been reported in connection with the pilgrim virgin.2z Blue Army

literature emphasizes these miracles as more proof of Mary's power.23 The statue was last in

Deleware County in 1977. It helped the Blue Army gain several new members.

The Delaware County Blue Army has its own mini-pilgrim virgin statue. Members carry

it in procession at events such as Rosary Rallies, display it at such times as community day at

the mall, and take it to visit sick members. Several days a week it is taken to a hospital or

nursing home to visit the patients; there the statue's host leads anyone interested in the

recitation of the Rosary.

Many of the activities of the Blue Army are specifically political, even though they

incorporate religious elements. An official Blue Army policy is that: "All Blue Army members

support all movements respecting human life and become actively involved in prayers,

sacrifices and action to influence legislation at all levels -- especially the national level -- to
abolish abortion."24 The local chapter is very involved in the movement against legalized

20 New York Times, December 29, 1948, p,8.

2l BIue Army Manual, p, 22, The women who are members of the Blue Army understand
this distinction between honoring a statue and honring the person it represents; as Eva said
in her interview: "A lot of non-Catholics think we pray to statues, but they're just wood or
plastic. A statue of Our Lady is like carrying around a picture of your parents - it helps us
remember them,"

22 lbid., pp, 22-4.

23 S." Louis Kaczmarek, The Wonders She Perþrms (Manassas, VA: Trinity Communications,
1 986).

24 Btue Army Manual, p. 18.
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abortion, although some members are considerably more active than others. The group

sponsors weekly Rosaries in reparation for the sin of abortion in front of Crozer Hospital in

Upland and Taylor Hospital in Ridley Park, and their religious services contain many

references to abortion (see appendix 1). On the more politically charged level, the diocesan

Blue Army filled several buses with demonstrators for the annual anti-legal\zed abortion

march in Washington, D.C. on 22 January 1988. Following the march a group from the local

chapter met with Delaware County's congressional representative, Curt Weldon, to lobby him

to support anti-abortion legislation.25

One annual ritual of the Delaware County Blue Army which spans all three categories is

its yearly participation in the St. Patrick's Day Parade in Philadelphia. Members put the local

pilgrim virgin statue on the back of a truck festooned with flowers, station three little

children dressed as the Fatima visionaries around her, and have as many of their members as

possible march carrying banners reading, "Pray for Peace! Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima."

To a large extent the structure of the Blue Army mimics the structure of the Church.

Local groups have some autonomy but ultimate power is always vested by a priest. The

organization's goal of converting Russia requires that it see itself functioning within the

Catholic Church; the structure aids such a vision.

The Blue Army's activities can be divided into three main categories: those necessary

to keep the organization functioning, those designed to spread the Fatima message to others,

and personal religious devotions to fulfill Mary's requests at Fatima and aid the individual in

relgious growth. These fit in well with the original Fatima message. The organizarion has since

added two other types of activity not prominently featured either in the l9I7 apparitions or

in the early rhetoric of the Blue Army: organized group devotions such as First Saturday

Devotions and All-Night Vigils, and political work against legalized abortion. The first type

again assert the Blue Army's relationship with the Church since they require priests; they also

illustrate a movement away from personal revelation and action which might question the

Church's authority. The political work illustrates the ambivalent feeling of the organization

toward political action. Although the group's philosophy emphasizes that political action

cannot be effective because change depends on Mary's actions, members are active in

25 tne Blue Army's work against legalized abortion is usually carried out nonviolently. But
recently, outside a hotel where the National Organization for Women (NOW) was meeting, an

older woman jumped out of the crowd, lunged at NOW president Eleanor Smeal, and yelled,
"I'm gonna get you! You will go to HelM am a member of the Blue Army of Our Lady of
Fatima!" The NOW members, afraid she meant to hurt Eleanor Smeal, blocked her with their
bodies and hurried her inside. Elizabeth Volz, personal communication.
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concretely political ways which suggest that they do not quite believe this aspect of their
leaders' rhetoric.
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Interview Anal]¡ses: "I'm just looking for answers":

This section discusses the results of the interviews carried out with women in the

Blue Army and compares their views with those of official Blue Army literature. The

questions asked in the interviews are arranged thematically, representative answers are

given, and then comparisons are made both among the women and between the women and

the official literature. In this way it will become apparent which of the official views the

women internalize, which they adapt, which they ignore, and how these are relevant to their

lives.

Topics include their backgrounds and how and why the joined the Blue Army.

Besides indicating what type of person is attracted to the Blue Army this should also suggest

which of the Blue Army ideas and activities they find the most compelling. From their views

on the state of the modern world and of the Church we can see whether their analyses

coincide with those of the Blue Army, and whether they join the group with a fully formed

world-view or whether they are influenced by the organization. The womenrs images of

Mary, interpretation of her message to the world, and reasons for devotion to her will

indicate which if either of the Blue Army's two paradigms about Mary they accept; whether

she is their queen or their mother. There follow some comments on the Blue Army itself:

what they feel is the most important aspect of their religious life, how the organization could

be improved, and what they have gained from membership. The last questions address

issues of gender roles suggested by the structure of organization with male leaders yet

predominantly female followers: what differences they perceive in the religious life of men

and women, and what they think of the role of women in the Church.l

The women chosen for interviews are those most involved with the Blue Army. I

interviewed every woman who has a regular staffing day at the Blue Army Center, every

woman named as the coordinator for a local Blue Army project in an issue of the 1987

newsletter, and two women recommended to me by Kathleen Thompson for their

exceptional involvement. These eight women are all well acquainted with the official Blue

Army theology, so differences they exhibit from it cannot be attributed to ignorance.

All the women interviewed were White; half identified themselves as of Irish

heritage, and a quarter of them as of ltalian. The remaining women did not identify

1 See Appendix 2 for precise questions.
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themselves by nationality. All were between 55 and 75 years old and had grown up in
Delaware County. None had more than a high school education; indeed, only about ten

percent of the women of their generation did.2 Only one had not married, placing her in the

eight percent of women in her generation who had not done so. All the married women had

at least one child. Those who maried shortly after high school had not worked outside the

home. Those two who delayed marriage both worked in factories before wedding. Two are

widows; one, Eva, worked as a personnel manager in a department store after her husband's

death.

Every woman interviewed for this paper came from a religious Catholic family. Their

families would pray together, go to Mass, and celebrate the feast days. Most of them also

had a special devotion to Mary. Several attended Catholic schools for at least part of their

education.

Last names are not used in this discussion because two of the women asked that they

remain anonymous.

Almost everyone interviewed belongs to another Catholic organization beside the

Blue Army, but none belonged to a non-religious organization. For all these women the Blue

Army, although very important, is not sufficient for the entire scope of their religious

activities. The religious organizations they belonged to were all different. Some are very

similar or at least related to the Blue Army. Edith belongs to the sodality at her church; its

program is very consistent with that of the Blue Army. They meet on Tuesday nights to say

the Rosary together and celebrate Mass. Kathleen belongs to the third order of Franciscans, a

lay division of the religious order, which is devoted to the scapular and to Marian devotion.

The Blue Army approves of these activities; the Handbook specifically recommends joining

the Franciscan Third Order as a way of increasing one's devotion to Mary. Others have more

varied religious activities. Eva belongs to the Catholic charismatic group that meets at her

church.3 And Kay is national director of the Catholic Daughters of America; a nationwide

women's charitable and missionary organization.4

2 Comparative data from U.S. Census statistics, 1980, for 'White females in Philadelphia and
its suburbs

3 Such Catholic charismatic groups have been in the United Sates since about 1967. They
resemble pentecostal Protestants in several ways: their members are "born again," or have
made an adult decision to submit their lives to Jesus; members speak in tongues; etc. For
further information on the Catholic Charismatic movement see Vincent M. Walsh,
Understanding the Charismatic Movement (Merion, PA: Key of David Publications, 1978).
Mary is important to some strands of the Catholic Charismatic movement. She is the "woman
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While the women interviewed were the local organization's most active members,

and very certain of their ideas, they were neither overbearing nor sanctimonious about their

piety, virtue, or knowledge of the truth. Although they were sad that the world was growing

increasingly evil, they did not think that they were the chosen ones who would save it. They

didn't preach or try to convert me. They seemed open to truths from others; Kathleen said,

"I'm sure all faiths are true in a sense,"5 - they all teach cenain moral values. Modesty about

religion extended to personal modesty. Many of them expressed their admiration for other

women whom they saw as particularly devout. The most commonly mentioned of these was

Kathleen Thompson, founder and former president of the Delaware County chapter. Edith's

comment is typical:

".I'm supposed to be so devout! [She laughs at the idea.] To be like
Kathleen Thompson would be wonderful. She's so devout, and has so much
energy."

Thelma echoed her thoughts. They greatly respect Kathleen as someone who is very

knowledgeable about religion and who has devoted a great amount of her life both to it and

to charitable work. Kathleen is their model for piety, as opposed to Lucia or a local priest or

nun because they perceive her as a role to which they can reasonably aspire. Such

aspirations can be achieved because Kathleen is a woman much like themselves. They might

well become as holy as she is. Kathleen's efforts keep the local Blue Army together; the

members are very much bound by the strength of her personality

The women's reasons for joining the Blue Army reflect what they find most attractive

and meaningful in the group. The circumstance under which they joined were diverse

enough that they will be discussed in depth. Yet they share a common bond: almost all were

of faith, the receptive Virgin overshadowed by the Holy Spirit, graced indeed by his
charisms but obedient to His Word. She is above all the true disciple...She is thus a model for
what is most central to the charismatic renewal." Christopher O'Donnell, "Mary and the
Charismatic Renewal," One in Christ 21 (1985), pp. 72-75. Many among the Catholic laity and
clergy are suspicioius of the charismatic renewal, and it is not a part of the mainstream
religion.

4 the Catholic Daughters of America was founded in 1903 by the Knights of Columbus, and
is involved in charitable and missionary activities. At their height in 1963 they had 215,000
members; now they have 160,000. P. K. Kerwin, "Catholic Daughters of America," in New
Catholic Encyclopedi¿ (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1967), Vol. 3 p. 267. Kay
stated that, like the Blue Army, Carholic Daughters of America is having a difficult time
recruiting younger members.

5 Kathleen does seem to have some idea of the teachings of other relgions. she has a nephew
who married a Moslem woman and converted; they talk about religion.
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recruited by Kathleen Thompson. Joining seemed like a simple and natural thing to them;

Eva said: "Kathleen Thompson belongs to my church - one day she said she was starting the

Blue Army; would I come to a meeting, and I said o.k." Thelma was recruited in the same

way. Kathleen utilized her friends as contacts for starting the group; she also spoke to

various Catholic organizations in the area. Consequently, Kay was recruited along with

several others when Kathleen spoke to her branch of Catholic Daughters of America.

Kathleen's speeches emphasize Mary's promise at Fatima to convert Russi\ and

bring peace to the world. Yet the women who become active members state that they are

attracted by the devotion to Mary; they do not mention the apparitions or emphasis on

peace. Mary T. heard of the Blue Army in 1977 when the Pilgrim Virgin Statue came to her

parish for a month. The parrish held daily special devotions around the statue , most of

which Mary T. attended, as they were considered a major religious and social event. She

read the Blue Army literature she picked up, and was finally convinced to attend meetings

by Kathleen.

Besides Kathleen, only Bea discovered the Blue Army on her own. She read about it in

a Catholic netryspaper shortly after John Haffert founded the organization, and was

immediately attracted:

Then I read about John Haffert, and thought, "This is it!" Between the

Brown Scapular and the Rosary, I just said, "This is it!" I had always said the

Rosary, of course. If he had not promoted the two of them I would have said,

"Oh, 
-he's just another man who wants us to pray like him," but with the

Rosary and the Scapular it really hit home.

She signed the Pledge then. But she only became involved in the organization years later,

when she went to the Blue Army center to make a purchase and Kathleen convinced her

first to attend a devotional service and later to work for the organization. Bea states that she

became active because she "knew they had paperwork that needed to get done"' The

organization was relatively new in the area compared to groups like the Legion of Mary, and

it did indeed need help. She perceives the Blue Army primarily as a group with a mission to

spread the Rosary. She wishes to share the benefits she has gained from the Rosary with

others - the Blue Army is a way she spreads the message, The structure of the Blue Army is

designed for people like Bea. Joining is very simple for those who believe in its basic

premises: they simply sign the Pledge. But becoming active in the organization requires

more of a commitment to actually spreading the message; such commitment often must be

catalysed by someone such as Kathleen.
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Edith's response to why she joined the Blue Army reveals a number of common

motivations:

I started with the Blue Army in 1980. Going to church every Sunday
was not enough. I wanted to give more to my religion -- the Blue Army has
more services, more prayer vigils, I like that, and there are trips to Fatima
or Medugorje. I'm trying to find answers... I'm sad, I have one son in Texas,
that's no life, spending holidays by myself, you can't be flying down all the
time. I'm looking for fulfillment with these women who are more devout
than myself.

Here she exhibits her dissatisfaction, perhaps an unconscious one, with a church which does

not provide her with enough outlets for expressing her religious inclinations. There is spare

time in her life since she does not work outside the home and her son no longer lives with

her. Most of the women active in the Blue Army live in similar circumstances. She's

searching for answers; society confuses her and she does not know exactly where she fits in.

The Blue Army certainly provides some answers about how the world functions, and it

provides a framework people can use to find a place for themselves to practice their

religious convictions in a supportive environment.

Another reason women gave for joining the Blue Army was, as Eva simply said: "I've

always had, since I was a small child, such great devotions to her [Mary]." Before they joined

the Blue Army all these women were devoted to Mury; the Blue Army provides this

inclination with an organized, supportive outlet to express their feelings. The particulars of

Blue Army philosophy were usually not the deciding influence to join the group; it was the

emphasis on Mary. Thus women like Kay can answer the question "Why did you get

involved with the Blue Army instead of, say, the Legion of Mary?"

No one ever invited me to a Legion of Mary meeting. I don't know
much about it. Maybe if someone told me about it, I would have been

involved in it and not the Blue Army.

This ease with which women join accounts largely for the Blue Army's sizeable membership.

It also helps explain why their personal philosophies differ from official Blue Army

philosophy: the philosophy is usually not the deciding reason for them to join the

organization. Once they have become active women do read a great deal of Blue Army

literature, and hear Blue Army views expounded at Blue Army events. But they also retain

their involvement in more mainstream Catholicism, and do not blindly accept all of the Blue

Army's views. Their devotion to Mary provides the disposition to join a group such as the

Blue Army, but the women actually join it instead of another gruop for the simple reason

that somebody asked them.
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Worldview:

The women concur with Blue Army literature that the world is now very evil. This

section shall consider the two evils with which they are most concerned. First there is sexual

promiscuity - every one interviewed in depth mentioned it. They believe that promiscuity

has worsened in the last fifteen years and are both saddened and offended by it. The other

most dangerous sins are those which lead people away from a reliance on God - these are

commercialism and over-reliance on technology. Both these sins are common not only in the

world as a whole but also in the Church. The women accord these sins religious significance;

the world is ultimately orderly for these sins will be punished by God. From these premises

and encouraged by Blue Army rhetoric, these women devise a world-view which is

apocalyptic.

The condition of the world is getting worse. There's much more

immorality than there was ten years ago. The things you can see. -- in the

movies, on TV, over the telephone! Crime is probably no worse than it was

ten years ago -- you just hear more about it. Our Lord is supposed to send us

a chastisemenr6 before the end of the world. I think that AIDS is the

beginning of the chastisement - it's a way of punishing us for our 
-

prõmiscùty. There are innocent victims, but there are innocent victims
fhenever anything happens, don't you think? - Kay

The whole thing is that morals are so low. We're not TV people. But
we saw Michael Jacksón the other night on TV -- it was the most disgusting

thing I ever saw in my life. Then there's this thing called "Dirty Dancing." It
was the most suggestive, disgusting, animalistic thing I've se_en. I. nevsr

thought of the mãiriage act as disgusting until I sa'ü/ this -- I don't think it's
going to get better right away. I believe it's going to -get worse and worse

untif it reãches a peai., a calastrophe. Something's going 1o happen, we don't

know what. Morals of people are so bad. Something's going to happen before

they get better. - Bea

Things are so bad we might get the chastisement. Man has never

been so ba¿- in its whole history as we are today, with pomography, and

those fashions! - Mary T.

These quotes illustrate two of the Blue Army members' most basic beliefs about sin. sexual

sin is the most basic sin, and God will send people punishment for their sins.

6 the chastisement is a Christian concept based on Mark 13 and some sections of the book of

Revelation that before the end of the world there will come a time of troubles and testing.
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The list of sexual sins mentioned includes adultery, fornication, and homosexuality.

These are sins which the women are probably exposed to in their lives through the media

and through their own oxperiences. Such sins challenge the family, which is one of the

guardians of order in society. This description of sin is consistent with basic Blue Army

beliefs. Surprisingly, given the Blue Army's stated goal of fighting abortion, fewer than half

the women mentioned it as one of the great sins of our age. Kathleen exclaimed, "They7

criticize Catholics for their sexual beliefs about marriage, birth control, abortion, but they

think women have the right to decide these things on their own!" The diversity of emphases

on the seriousness of abortion reflects the diversity of the women in the organization. It also

shows that the organization does not effectively indoctrinate even its most active members

in all of its ideology. Women who were not concerned about abortion before joining the Blue

Army do not necessarily become concerned when they join, and may be considered good

members by others without participating in anti-abortion activities.

Kathleen continued the above statement in a way which illustrates what seems to be

their underlying concept of sin: "God created us and loves us, but he still lays down laws and

sin is wrong." Sin isn't wrong because it hurts people, but because it contradicts the law of

God. This does not mean that it is fine to hurt people; but the underlying reason not to do so

is that it is against God's laws. Such a view of sin is very orderly; laws are set down which

are not to be contradicted. The Blue Army literature makes this view very clear. It states

that the Blue Army is not a pacifist organization; it will kill to save the order of the world.8

None of the women interviewed made so bald a statement. Yet Kay, as shown above,

accepted the suffering of innocent people with AIDS as a necessary side-effect of God's

punishment of the earth for sin.

The Blue Army members believe that many of the same problems plaguing the world

are also plaguing the Catholic Church. The members feel that immorality is a problem in the

Church as well as in the secular world. Catholics are as involved in these sins as anyone else,

and in very much the same fashion.

All these Catholics think that they can do whatever they want and

then go to confession on Saturday and everything is all right. But to get

absolution you must promise not to sin again. And there's so much

immorality. I don't like smoking and drinking. It's ok to drink a little, but too

much drinking and smoking hurts your health, and that's wrong. Or AIDS --

7 Who "they" are is not made clear

8 Nothing More, p.61.
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-- they say that's going to be our worst health problem -- you'd think.they'd
stop Ueing promiscirous but they don't. Catholics used to believe in celibacy
before tna-rriage -- they still do, but no one does it. I'm glad I'm my agj.-.I
don't want to see the outcome of the world -- it will just get worse. - Edith

This quotation illustrates how the women extend the definition of immorality to include not

only sex but other misuses of the body such as smoking, or misusing alcohole, or even

dressing in a way considered promiscuous. Women interviewed complained about people

who exhibit lack of respect for God by attending Church in jeans or halter tops' The Blue

Army, on the other hand, has a strict dress code for visitors at its national shrine: no shorts,

no sundresses, no halters, no low-cut dresses, shirts and shoes required.9 The local Blue

Army abides by these ideals; it does not serve alcohol and women dress modestly.

Another serious problem with Catholicism is that it has become too liberal and lenient,

Some women blame this on the members of the Church, who, as Bea commented, are no

longer willing to accept the authority of the Pope, but want to carry out their own will. Edith

expressed this feeling as well:

It's not like we make people give ten percent of their income, like
some religions do. We just hãve ordinary collection, sometimes a special one

for missions, and it's not compulsory. You can give or not. You're not forced

into it. People just don't want to make the effort.

But others felt that a leniency in the Church has contributed to the lack of devotion among

many Catholics. There are fewer candidates for the priesthood or sisterhood because the

rules for entering religious orders are less strict than they once were' Those priests and

nuns there are sometimes question the authority of the Church. They long for the time when

"religious teaching wasn't as way out as it is now. You learned facts about our religion"

(Kathleen). Implicit in this argument is the idea that people want the Church to be strict;

they want it to give them definite answers, and definite guidelines for behavior. Only such

strictness, as epitomized by the power Catholicism grants the pope, can preserve the order

of the world and thus guarantee everyone a good life. The womsn feel that even at its

strictest the Church is not too demanding -- therefore the people who make up the Church

must be blamed for its immoralitY.

9 See God Witt Btess Modesty in Dress. Among Blue Army literature this pamphlet is

outstanding in its sexism. It explains that women should not wear short shorts because they

might cause men in cars to have traffic accidents.
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Although sexual sin is the root of the evil it is not the only sin from which the world

suffers today. The women distrust much of modern technology which threatens their

accustomed way of life. The distrust in turn leads to distrust of people and governments

who rely on these technologies.

This Cold War is terrible. There's no more security. I lie in bed, and

wonder if we will get bombed. We don't need nuclear bombs, we never had

them before. I don'i like nuclear power either. We don't need all this
technology. So what if we don't have as much electricity, we cal just use

candles ãnd it would be better than being afraid. These people in nuclear
power plants fall asleep! And there are accidents. I'm scared to drink the

ïater, änd there are mutant fish. Now I only eat chicken, and I'm scared of
that. - Edith

People should place their trust in God, not human-made technology. The things made by

people are dangerous, and likely to do more harm than good. They even threaten nature

itself. Beyond these reasons, technology threatens the world these women have lived with

all their lives; it changes the order to which they are accustomed. It is frightening because it

is alien. And because they do not understand much of modern technology these women

cannot control it; this adds to its threatening nature.

A related problem to that of technology is that of commercialization, which also

diverts people from total dependence on God. The women complained about

commercialization of religion, especially of pilgrimages. Specifically, they observed that

merchants at pilgrimage sites constantly pestered them to buy their souvenirs. Yet the Blue

Army sells fake-crystal Mary and baby-Jesus nightlights and specifically schedules visits to

gift shops into its pilgrimage itineraries. The problem with the commercialism, then, is not

its existence but its timing. When people are in spiritual moods and engaging in religious

practices it is wrong to insert commercialism to divert their attention. But they also

acknowledge that after pilgrims have completed their joumey they want to have some

physical souvenirs.

Thus a common complaint was that the world, including the Church, is putting too

much emphasis on material things. This exhibits itself in commercialism and over-reliance

on technology. The problem is that "Science and everything is so progressive, it takes people

away from the need of God" (Kathleen). They perceive, like Kay, that "It's the trend of the

times - people are generally losing religion... People sure have forgotten God." The growing

materialism is both cause and effect of a lack of dependence on God. Such thinking is

dangerous because God and religion, with the family, is a basic cornerstone in the order the
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Blue Army wishes in the world. Challenging God's supremacy, and thus this order, frightens

them.

The women's belief in the growing immorality of the world leads some of them to

develop an apocalyptic world view. Four of the women interviewed mentioned that they

thought that the chastisement had already begun or was to begin soon. Three of them

specifically suggested that AIDS is the beginning of the chastisement; a punishment for

people's sexual misconduct. Members of the Blue Army find more support for this idea from

the words of Mary at Fatima. Three women specifîcally referrred to Mary's statement of

July 13, 1917. Then she said:

If my requests are heeded, Russia will be converted, and there will
be peace; if not, she will spread her errors throughout the world, causing
wari and persecurions of the Church. The good will be martyred, the Holy
Father wili have much to suffer; various nations will be annihilated.

Only the righteous shall come through this time; they shall then enjoy an era of peace on

earth before the end of the world when people shall be judged and then either rewarded or

punished. Thus, the women's talk of an imminent chastisement is very apocalyptic - the

beginning of the end is coming soon.

The Blue Army creates an apocalyptic mood of an ultimate battle between the forces

of good and evil, Mary and the West against Satan and the Soviet Union. But the Blue Army

never absolutely propounds that the world's end is near, nor does it ever speak specifically

about the Chastisement. perhaps this is the organization's way of retaining respectability in

the Catholic community. The term itself is used more frequently by fundamentalist

protestant groups than by Catholics; perhaps the women adopted it from the Protestant

groups with which they are involved in anti-abortion activities. Used the term

"chastisement" illustrates how the women adapt official Blue Army ideology. They tum a

general apocalyptic mood into a specific apocalyptic statement which helps explain their

own experience. They perceive a world which is evil and where horrible things such as the

AIDS epidemic occurs; they explain these evils by making them the beginning of the

chastisement, and thus the beginning of the world's end. The chastisement is a way of

restoring order to a world where order is being threatened by sin. The sinful shall be

weeded out, and order in the world restored.

There is an element contradictory to this pessimism of this world-view. None of the

women seemed to know any evil people. They might say that devout Catholicism is the right

way to live one's life, yet they all had good friends who were Protestant, Jewish, or even
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Buddhist. Sexual sin is at the root of all other sin, yet several retain friendships with women
living with men out of wedlock, and still believed that their friends are good people.

Communism in the abstract is evil, but several women implied that they thought Mikhail
Gorbachev really wanted peace, and when she spoke about how Yugoslavia had been much

less repressive than she had expected Kay exclaimed, "I guess they're not real communists."

This two-tiered reality of the relatively unknown bad and the personally known good is

what allows the women to reconcile the official analysis of the world as tremendously evil
(which they believe because they perceive that the world is becoming less moral, and they

can support this view from the Bible and the Fatima predictions) with their personal

experiences that there are good people in the world, and that no one person or group of
people is as totally evil as is Satan.

The women of the Blue Army live in a much more sacral world than that described

by the paradigm of modern, 'Western, liberal thought. They all believe in miracles, and most

of them had witnessed at least one. These women simply assume that God interferes with
everyday human activities in a direct and helpful way. The most common miracles reported

were associated with Marian shrines. On their pilgrimage to Medugorje, Yugoslavia last

Yearlo several women saw the sun change colors and begin to spin in the sky at the time

when Mary was speaking with the seers.ll So-" saw a cross appear in the center of the

sun. All the women were praying that Megan Mc Mahon, a 3-year-old girl from Deleware

County, would be cured of her cancer of the retina when she visited in December, 1.987.12

In addition to witnessing the miracle of the sun and believing that miracles still occur

to others many of the women claim to have experienced miracles themselves. Some of these

were associated with particular Marian devotions or shrines. For example, Edith states that

during her pilgrimage to Lourdes she hesitated to take off her pantyhose before bathing in

10 Mary has been appearing to several children there since 1981. The seers notry range in
age from 17-24.

11 tnis is a common phenomenon associated with Marian shrines. In Montesilvano, Italy, a
woman announced that Mary told her in an apparition that "a sign would appear in the sky
or on the sun between noon and 1:30 p.m. on February 28" 1988. More than 20,000 people
showed up to view the miracle; many reported seeing the sun turn green and vibrate. Local
hospitals have since treated about 250 people for eye damage caused by staring at the sun.
Tom Torok, "Sight for Sore Eyes," Philadelphia Inquirer (March 9, 1988), p. 34.

12 Se" Linda Reilly, "Praying for a miracle," Delaware County Daily Times (November 27,
1987), p. 3. Megan was not cured at Medugorje. Her mother believes that Megan might have
seen Mary there, though, and still supports the truth of the Medugorje apparitions.
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the springl3 beca.rr" she was afraid that she could never get them back on while her legs

were wet. But she finally took them off and submerged herself in the water; when she came

out she found that she was completely dry and was therefore able to put on her pantyhose

with ease. She asserts that Mary's intercession dried her so quickly. Two other women had

similar experiences of miraculous drying at Lourdes.14

Edith also sees angels periodically during times of personal trouble. They appear as

ordinary humans, usually women,15 and help her with wisdom or advice. One such angel

helped her obtain a job when she had just graduated from high school. Edith mentioned

several times during the interview that she thought I might be an angel come to give her

answers to her questions about religion. Other women called miracles things which other

people might not attribute to supernatural causes; Kathleen was sure that her husband's

survival in World War II fighting was due only to Mary's intercession.

These women's sacral reality is dialectically related to their belief in apparitions.

Their own experience of the divine working directly in the human world makes them more

open to believing that Mary really did appear to three little children because she wants to

save the world. At the same time, the Blue Army's official statement that Mary does act in

this way helps validate their personal experiences of miracles. Miracles are important for

other reasons as well. They offer hope that despite the evil perceived to be universally

prevalent good things can still happen to good people. Their belief in miracles is also a

reaction to technology. God still retains more power than humans' even though human

technology can do things undreamed of when these women were young. And miracles,

paradoxically, give the women a means of control over their lives. They don't control the

technology so rampant, but with their prayers, which they can control, they can hope for

miracles.

13 Mary asked St. Bernadette to dig into the ground with her hands and drink from the

muddy spring which welled out. This spring has been enlarged and now runs clearly. Its

*uteti aie rðported to have miraculous curing powers, and a visit to it is included in most

pilgrimages tó Lourdes. One can also buy a small bottle of the water from the Blue Army.

14 Drying miracles have special significance for the Fatima cult since on October 13, l9l7 all
tne pebptã gathered at Faiima were instantly dried after hours of pouring rain the moment

Mary appeared.

15 the women seem to envision angels as women. Kathleen repeatedly referred to the angel

of the Fatima apparitions as female èven though all accounts make it very clear that the

angel was male.

l
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Marv:

A common charge leveled against Catholic Marian devotion is that it endows Mary

with the attributes of God and therefore worships her in the manner traditional Christianity

reserves only for God. Martin Luther made this accusation against Roman Catholicism; today

it is made more often against subgroups of the Church, such as the Blue Army, than against

the Church as a whole. Although it does not delineate Mary's relationship with the Trinity

and the faithful with perfect clarity, official Catholic theology avoids such controversy by

asserting that Mary is subordinate to God. Her role is mediating between God and human

beings. l6

The women in the Blue Army understand the Church's position and so do not

consciously make such an equivalence between Mary and God as some allege. Three of them

spontaneously used the terms divine mediatrix and co-redemtrix in theologically correct

ways to describe Mary.l7 Others did not use those terms, but indicated that they

understand Mary's officially subordinate role:

If you want something, a job, you don't go to the president of the

company and ask for a job, you go to the personnel office. So when you want

somèthiig from God, you go to her, and she asks her son for favors. "This
lady down there wants something." It's like at the wedding feast of Cana,

when she asked him to make wine. He said, "My time has not yet come," but
he did it anyway. He never refused. She will always ask him for you. - Edith

She is an intercessor. Sometimes I feel that I don't have the nerve to
ask her son for something. So say my son is going skiing and I'm worried
about him I can go to hei and say, "You have a son. You know what it's like
to have a son. Piease watch over my son and keep him safe." It's a known
fact that Our Lord cannot refuse her anything. - Bea

16 Mary is most frequently given the three titles of mediatrix, intercessor, and coredmptrix.

It is wiäely accepted in the Church now that Mary is a mediatrix; she distributes all of God's

grace given to humans by virtue of the grace she earned by participating _in God's salvation

õf nurñanity. As intercessôr Mary pleads for mercy from God for sinners. She can do so

because of her high standing *itfr God. Mary is coredemptrix because she cooperated with

Jesus in the salvafon of humãnity. See M. J' Horak, "Coredemption," in New Catholic
Encyclopedia, vo1.4, pp,323-24;P. J. Mahoney, "Intercession," íî New Catholic Encyclopedia,

vol. 7, $p. 566-67; and^Ë. D. O'Connor, "Mediation," in New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 9, pp.

567 -7 r.

17 These terms are very rarely used in Blue Army literature'
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If you just ask God for something it's just like a little request -- if you
go through Máry she purifies them and makes them greater. So God will
listen to lt -- he won'f deny her anything. She is the mother of us all. I don't
know what I would do without her. - Mary T.

Thelma, too, gave a doctrinally correct explanation of Mary's role, but she added a

related comment: "Mary is Christ's prophet. She is his prophet in these last few years... when

he wants to speak on Earth he speaks through her." Mary is still subordinate to her son and

acts as a mediator between him and humanity. But as a prophet she brings his words to the

people, whereas as a mediator she brings people's requests to him. This illustrates a change

from traditional Chrisian theological order. Here, Mary assumes properties normally

associated with the Christ - those of being the human being who was a prophet and could

mediate between people and God.

Unlike the Blue Army literature which grants approximately equal importance to

Mary's roles as queen and mother, the women interviewed put much more emphasis on

Mary as mother. Part of this is manifested into their speech patterns; when they speak most

of them refer to Mary predominantly as "the Blessed Mother" or "the Holy Mother." Only

rarely did they refer to her as Mary - and I think that was mostly from prompting by me.

This is in sharp contrast to Blue Army literature which nearly always refers to Mary as "Our

Lady." Perhaps the women reject the title for the same reason they reject the concept: it

may project a distant Mary who wields power as opposed to a close, loving Mary.

When the women were asked how they would describe Mary to someone who did not

understand her importance, they all began with her role as mother. Kathleen started, "I

think you have to understand that Our Lady was a special person - she was not just good

like other women in the Bible. She received Jesus into her womb -- she was the first

tabernacle, she raised him and suffered with him." Bea said, "There is no one in Heaven who

is higher than Mary -- she is next to her divine son. It's because she is the mother of God'

and she earned that right."l8 Thus, when abstractly describing Mary, they emphasized that

she is the mother of Jesus. But when describing their devotion to Mary, they often

emphasized that she is their mother as well. As Edith said, "Mary cares about us. I just have

to think of her and then I go, Why did I worry?" Mary T. simply stated, "She is the mother

of us all -- I don't know what I would do without her." And Helen noted:

18 Oth"t such responses were: "We believe she is the mother of God, bore a son and raised

him to be God"; Mary T. stated "She's the mother of God."
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I have four children - she'S brought me through so much. I always

tell my children, "If you ever want something, go to Mary. She's your mother

and she loves you móre than I ever will. And someday I'll be gone, but she

will always be there."

These quotations illustrate the complexity of the women's relationship to Mary. She is

the mother of their God, their own mother, and also a mother like most of them are

themselves. Their own experiences as daughters and mothers consequently color their

beliefs about her. Mary is a compassionate mother who cares for her children lovingly. It is

an image the women derive from their own experince as mothers. Mary is a mother; she

must be like them. Thus she can understand their motherly concerns for careless sons or

absent husbands. This need not necessarily be the image of Mary as mother; at times in

history Mary the mother has been seen as a stern disciplinarian.l9 For the women of the

Blue Army God fulfills this role by setting out laws and providing punishment; Mary is the

indulgent, mediating figure. Such beliefs are consistent with those found in Blue Army

literature, but add a great emphasis on understanding of Mary based on personal

experience.

Mary the mother also combines the two cornerstones of life: Church and family. If

Mary is mother all believers ars necessarily part of the same ideological family. Thus, in a

world where the family is seen to be disintegrating, and many are separated from their

families by the death of a spouse or their children having moved away, the Blue Army

constructs a new family which will never be abandoned by its mother.

Moreover, the women Mary as a person. As Kathleen said, "Our Blessed Mother is the

greatest saint there is. She's a person, not like God." She focused on Mary's putting herself in

danger by becoming the mother of God -- she could have been stoned to death for adultery.

Therefore, since Mary was a human she can better understand human problems and failings

and be more indulgent than God about hetping. She even cares enough to save her followers

the public embarrassment of having a difficult time putting on their pantyhose. The women

do not consider that the human Jesus could play such a role, as he has traditionally done in

Christianity. But although Mary is human, she is not merely human. As Eva said, "Some

people pray to the saints all the time when they want things. I'm almost constantly praying,

but not to the saints. I feel more secure praying to Our Lady."20 Mary is sufficiently human

19 Sr" Caroline Walker Bynum, Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality of the High

Middte Áges (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982), p' 208'
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to be approachable - but she is still divine enough to be powerful. 2l This was a very typical

response. None of the women mentioned devotion to any saints. I asked about half the

women about saints and received answers basicly like Eva's - Mary is the greatest saint so

they don't feel the need for others.

Mary's motherhood also to a large degree explains the women's devotion to her. As

seen, family background plays some role; most of the women interviewed came from

families which paid devotion to Mary. But a stronger influence was the image of Mary as

their loving mother; naturally they retum her love. They are devoted to her also because

she is the heavenly fîgure who helps them in their day-to-day lives. Mary T. naturally

combines her matemity and her help: "She helps you. Let's face it, she's the mother of

mankind."

Mary T. once mentioned that people should be devoted to Mary because, "All the

saints, all the doctors of the Church were devoted to her." But for this one comment, she

mentioned Mary helping her three times. Others could not clearly articulate all their reasons

for Marian devotion. Edith said, "I just can't explain it - it's as if a magnet draws me to the

faith." Eva also expresses such intangible reasons: "It's what's in your heart, brain, mind,

conscience that tells you what to do. I listen to my conscience." But she added, "Going to Our

Lady helps me. I go to her with problems, and she solves them for me." Helen had a unique

reason for feeling devoted to Mary: "I've always felt expecially close to Mary. I was born on

the Feast of the Immaculate Conception."2l But even she then added, "I have four children -

she's brought me through so much." These women are not consciously devoted to Mary

purely because they see such devotion as self-beneficial. Rather, their feelings of closeness

to Mary their mother and their impression that Mary helps them at different times in their

life reinforce each other.

IVhile giving lists of Marian titles three women mentioned that Mary was a queen,

but the only one to talk about Mary's queenship in any depth was Bea. Her devotion to Mary

began with her Catholic grade school's crowning of Mary as Queen of the May, an important

annual event. But even for her that form of devotion seemed to be a thing of the past. She

did not refer to Mary's queenship in any way to describe her feelings about or her

relationship with Mary.

21 I wonder if this is universally drilled into Catholic girls born on Marian feast days. I was

born on the Feast of Assumption, and when I was small adults would frequently say

something to the effect of, "Oh, you're so lucky, Our Lady must love you."
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Their identification with Mary in her personal roles of mother and human but their

general failure to identify her as a sovereign queen offers a partial explanation as to why

the political practices and beliefs of the women involved with the Blue Army differ from

those of official Blue Army literature. The literature claims that Russia will be converted and

there will be peace. No political work will be effective in bringing about peace; only prayers

and piety will help. Yet only Thelma mentioned the strict line that Russia would be

converted when there was a Blue Army member for every communist and she did not state

her belief in the idea; rather she noted that some pope had made this statement. The Blue

Army view is supported by the acclamation of Mary as omnipotent queen, when the

definition of omnipotent is stretched, as it is by Blue Army literature, to mean not only that

Mary has complete power to bring peace, but that she is the only one with the power to do

so. The women who put less emphasis on this aspect of Mary see more possibility for

political action to be effective. Two whom I interviewed before the summit meeting

between Reagan and Gorbachev in November 1987 expressed hope that real, concrete steps

towards peace might be taken. Many of the women are also involved with political activism

aimed at outlawing abortion. The motives behind this are more complex,Z2 but their

concrete political activism illustrates their belief that political action can be effective.

Conversely, official Blue Army writings assert that no political work will be effective until

Mary comes to change things. The women interviewed do not recognize this contradiction.

They rationalize that Mary will do things at the proper time, which she understands better

than they do. For example, if Mary does not grant them something for which they prayed

she has not done so because she knows that it would be inappropiate for them then.

Lucia told John Haffert that Mary's central message was that people should perform

their daily duty in reparation according to their state in life; they should also wear the

Brown Scapular and pray the Rosary. When the women were asked what Mary's message at

Fatima the standard aspects of the message predominated. Only Mary T. mentioned

reparation: "The message is prayer, penance and reparation for peace in the world." Thelma

gave a vague summary of Blue Army ideology: "When she came she gave the pledges, and

what we should do for peace; penance, the five first Saturdays -- She came to give us a

warning -- to pray for peace and do penance for sinners -- even for ourselves." Bea started

with the sacramentals: "Pray the Rosary. It's always been her message." Two others

22 These incentives include not only personal belief about moral action but also pressure

from the institutional Church, pressure from the Blue Army hierarchy, and pressure from
other conservative groups in the area.
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mentioned the Rosary and scapular. After talking about other things for several minutes

Kathleen noted that "Fatima was reaffirming the sacramentals, giving them to us to bring

peace to the world." Helen mentioned them also, along with fulfilling one's daily duty.

The other responses they gave to the question of Mary's message were diverse.

Kathleen said:

Of course, all appearances of the Blessed Mother are important but
the message of Fatima is even more important because it is a message of
peacs. Thð Bible says that we will have wars 'til the end of time, but if
þeople are doing God's will then they have peace. Christ suffered, and we
must suffer too to bring Peace.

Edith said, "Our Lady just wants us to pray for Russia to be converted, or the nations

will be annihilated. The whole thing is to pray for peace." Their greatest emphasis was that

Mary's message was one of peace - she wants the world to have peace and urges people to

work for it by doing God's will. The women varied over how best to do God's will, but

standard Blue Army practices predominate. The thrust is very positive: the world can have

peace, but individuals must do their part.

Mary's motherhood explains why she brought her message to earth in 1917 and

continues to give it in places like Medugorje. Their response was that The world has gotten

even more evil, and people need her help. Kathleen said, "The Blessed Mother in latter times

is trying to help us and be a mother to us." Edith echoed these feelings, "'We're all so bad.

she's coming to wafn us -- she loves us and comes to warn us. she comes to places where

the warning's needed, to reinforce it." Thus, Mary's motherhood explains her actions.

When asked about their most important religious activity, the near consensus

response was: attending Mass daily. Only Bea unhesitatingly gave the answer implied by the

Blue Army pledge: the Rosary and the Scapular. Their mentioning the Mass shows that they

perceive the work they do in the Blue Army to be integrated with the rest of their

Catholicism. Their conscientious practice of traditional Catholic rituals may deflect criticism

from Catholics skeptical about the Blue Army. And it is quite consistent with the Blue

Army's emphasis on both the authority of the Church and the danger of questioning that

authority. After the Mass, two women mentioned the First Saturday Devotions as what they

thought was most important, both attending them and helping other parishes set up such

devotions. This is probably caused at least partially by the emphasis that the national Blue

Army is putting on these devotions this year.
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The women of the Blue Army are united in a love of pilgrimages. Each woman had at

least been to Fatima and to the Blue Army shrine in Washington, NJ. Most had been to

Lourdes, Guadalupe, Rome, Medugorje, or the Holy Land as wel|. There were some very

mundane reasons the women enjoyed pilgrimages. As Edith put it, "I never went anywhere

without my husband before." Like many of the other women she had never before traveled

outside of the United States, yet through pilgrimages several of these women now travel

abroad annually. Thus pilgrimages function as occasions not only to see new things and meet

new people; they are also, as a few women hinted, a vacation from housework and family

responsibilities.

For some of the women pilgrimages retain their traditional role of penitential travel;

two specifically commented on this. But more than sacrificing in reparation for sins already

committed, the pilgrims are voluntarily sacrificing for future sins and the sins of others.

pilgrimages are also a way to show devotion to God. These older women consider a three-

hour climb up a mountainside, such as pilgrims do at Medugorje, followed by a night spent

sleeping on the rocky ground at the mountain top to be a considerable sacrifice. Yet while

some of this sacrificial character of pilgrimages is retained, Blue Army members usually

make them by airplane23 and stay in comfortable hotels'

But the love of pilgrimages is even more complex, for pilgrimages are mystical

experiences which transport women into worlds they do not normally inhabit. As Eva said,

"I like pilgrimages so much better than vacations. -- There seems to be so much holiness at

these places you can actually feel it." Bea described Fatima: "It was really unbelievable. It

took us weeks to get over it. Very powerful. It was stunning." Pilgrimages are times when it

is possible to concentrate on the spiritual much more than in everyday life' Eva: "The trip

was all praying - we would pray the rosary on the plane -- thirty or forty decades a day, all

the mysteries." She cannot normally find time to pray as often at home; possibly realizing

this, the Blue Army requires merely five decades of the Rosary daily according to the

pledge. pilgrimages provide women with a connection to an international community. As

Edith reports:

At Medugorje ... we did the stations of the cross as we went up the

mountain. At thã top was a giant cross going way into the sky -- it was at

least thirty feet high. Everyõne was saying the rosary in different languages'

or singing the Ave Maria in different languages -- I felt like I was at the

Tower of Babel.

23 Fatima Travel owns its own airplane named "Queen of the World."
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Victor and Edith Turner comment on this feeling of community at pilgrimage sites

from an anthropological viewpoint. They note that in post-industrial society the focus of

pilgrimage has shifted from penitential travel to the actual experience of being at the shrine:

the sense of community with pilgrims from other countries and classes; identification with a

history of piety; and creation of a community perceived to be virtuous, as opposed to the

society in which the pilgrims live. Such a community of pilgrims is the creation of a new

model for the social order.24 While this describes the pilgrimage experience for many Blue

Army members on the anthropological level, the communal aspects are intertwined with the

strong experience of the sacred. An actual presence of Godliness is experienced at the

shrines. paricipants in Blue Army pilgrimages do obtain the individual benefits of

pilgrimages as recommended by Blue Army literature; they also find a sense of community

not mentioned by it.

The women were quite quiet when asked what they thought ought to be changed

about the Blue Army. Most perceived it to be fine the way it is; indeed, they seemed a little

surprised even to be asked the question. When pushed almost all the interviewees

responded that the group needed young people in order to bring new energy and ensure the

group's survival. And when asked why younger people weren't more involved, and they

asked me the question back! The answers they did give generally were either that the world

was getting more immoral and people do not care any more, or that younger and middle-

aged people are busier now than they used to be. There is more work involved in raising a

family, and many mothers work outside the home. Kay offered the only other concrete

suggestion on how the Blue Army could be improved. She felt that the existence of so many

different Catholic groups, particularly so many organizations working against legalized

abortion, made it difficult for people to work together and thus made everyone's work less

successful. In her view, the different groups should unite or at least coordinate their efforts'

She offered as an example of rivalries threatening a coalition of the local Knights of

columbus, the Legion of Mary, and the Blue Army an incident at an organizational meeting

for the October 1987 Rosary Rally. Kathleen had suggested that they might use a prayer

endorsed by the Blue Army in the group Rosary25. The Legion of Mary representatives

24 l*age and pitgrimage in Christian Culture: Anthropological Perspecllves (New York:

Columbia University Press, 1978).

25 fne prayer, "O my Jesus, forgive us; save us from the fire of Hell; take all souls to Heaven'

especialty tLor. -ort" in need," úas taught to the Fatima seers by Mary. The Blue Army

."ãit"r if after each decade of the Rosary. Nothing More, p' 360'
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responded, "We don't say it that way," and they refused to discuss the matter further. Kay

felt that such pettiness prevented the groups from uniting into a stronger force.

When asked what they received from membership in the Blue Army very few

women pointed to concrete improvements in their lives. Two of the three who are not

widowed said that their husbands disapproved of, and sometimes expressed anger at, the

amount of time they spent working for the Blue Army.26 The women also did not feel that

membership accorded them more respect or authority by members of the Church at large;

indeed, Edith felt that her activity in the Blue Army, by demonstrating her devotion to the

Church, allowed the Church to ignore her:

Now, the priest knows me. After you stick your tongue out at

someone every morning they get to know you. The- other day he asked a

woman I'd never seen before to bring up the gifls.27 Now, I that go every

day don't get asked to bring up the gifts. But maybe the priest knows that
I'li always come, and he's trying to get her interested so she'll come more.

You know, it's more important to go after the one lost sheep than the ninety-
nine good ones.

Some of the women alluded to more spiritual benefits they had received from their

work in the Blue Army. Edith expressed these the most clearly. For example, since joining

the Blue Army she now wakes up early in the morning with lots of energy -- before she had

a difficult time getting out of bed. And she attests to an emotional change as well. "I feel

clean, free -- if I had any scars I feel as if they're gone." The women tü/ere not getting such

spiritual benefits, or the chance to contribute to society, from the Catholic Church. Their

work with the Blue Army despite their husbands' objections shows the importance of the

expanded outlets the Blue Army offers..

Eventually it became clear that "What do these women gain from being in the Blue

Army?" was to some extent the wrong question, for a large part of what they get obtain is a

chance to give of themselves to others. This altruistic response is evident in the reasons the

women gave for joining the Blue Army. Edith said, "Going to church every Sunday was not

enough. I wanted to give more to my religion." And "I drive people around the

neighborhood all the time -- doing God's will. Something draws me. I've cancelled

26 fne women interviewed each spend at least six hours a week working with the Blue

Army.

2T"Bringing up the gifts" is the part of Mass when lay people bring the unconsecrated bread

and wine up to the altar to be consecrated by the priest.
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appointments to fill in here for people [at the Blue Army center]." Bea said, "I joined the Blue

Army because I knew they had paperwork that needed to get done -- The Blue Army was

new. They are trying to get people to say the Rosary. That would be great - mainly for them.

And I get pleasure out of helping them." Eva noted that she buys books about Mary and

lends them to her friends, so that they will perhaps be inspired. Helen described the holiest

woman she knew, "She was always visiting the sick, helping the poor." Thus, the women are

involved because it is a way of giving of themselves by visiting the sick, helping the

organization grow, and simply by doing their daily duty. The two reinforce each other. The

women in the Blue Army have brought the Blue Army rhetoric of saving the world through

doing one's daily duty down to a more tangible plane of concretely helping others. By so

doing they fulfilt a traditionally female role of service to others. Such service is propounded

as a model of behavior for all believers by both the Church and the Blue Army, but very

oftsn, as in the local chapter, it is the women who actually fulfill the model.

The two last questions of the interview dealt with gender roles. One was whether

they thought that men or women were more devoted to Mary, and why. Given that eighty

percent of local Blue Army members are women, their response in favor of women was not

unexpected; indeed, they all remarked that certainly women numerically show the most

devotion. At first, however, they were somewhat defensive about this statistical imbalance;

"oh yes, there are more women involved but really, there are lots of men involved." They

did not have an explanation for why men were less involved beyond some tentative

speculation that men might be busier than women.

I only had one brother, and it didn't rub off on him. But he has a wife
and a family, he doesn't have the time I have. He rnay pray to the Blessed
Mother. I don't know. (Kay)

One woman commented that women's longevity might explain their disproportionate

involvement. Edith agreed that men aren't as involved as they should be. She commented

that the only men who attend Mass are "a few men who are retired, or unemployed, and

want something." Again, they are busier than women and thus have less time for religious

pursuits. But there is also a note of resentment in her comment: men are religious with an

ulterior motive in mind. She voiced another note of annoyance later when she remarked, "I

have no idea why women seem to carry families religiously. If the men were just devout

then the sons would follow in their footsteps -- like with playing football." Here she suggests

that men are not fulfilling their entire responsibilities as parents. This resentment of men

for neglecting their religious activities is not found in Blue Army literature; it is brought by

the women based on the experiences of their own lives.
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The only dissenting voices that men were as or even more devoted to Mary than

women are came from Kathleen and Bea. Again, their views were shaped by their

experience, for they were the only two whose husbands had also been extremely devoted to

Mary. Bea admitted that more women attended Mass, Blue Army events, and meetings than

men, but she felt that "Lots of women just go to gossip and socialize." Says Kathleen:

I used to think that women felt closer to the Blessed Mother, but now,
with the pro-life movement and our adorations I think it's men who have
greater devotion. There aren't as many of them, but they're more devoted. It
has something to do with her being given to St. John to be his mother and for
him to take care of her. Men need a mother more. Some priests have very
great devotion to her.

Her attitude is almost condescending towards men - they need a mother more than

women do. It illustrates a curious circle of conflicting feelings about men. They are,

paradoxically, more devoted to Mary, but only because they have more need of her.

No matter how I tried phrasing the last question in the interview, which was whether

they thought that the role women play in the Church ought to be changed, the interviewees

always reduced it to, "Oh, do you mean should women be allowed to be priests?"28 To this

new question there was no consensus. Some simply stated, "If the Pope says it's all right, it's

fine" (Bea). Or Edith said:

I wouldn't like women to be priests. The Lord had twelve apostles at

the Last Supper, and they were all men. He told men to increase the faith.
Not women. (Edith)

This is the official Catholic position on women and the priesthood. It was what might be

expected of a group so dependent on the words of the Church hierarchy, and so male-

dominated. But at least half the women gave a different type of response. Some were it very

m atter-of- fact:

If they are capable of it, then why not? It shouldn't make a

difference, if the woman has the same qualifications as the man. I'm not a

feminist or part of the feminist movement, but if a woman is as qualified as

a man, then why not? -Eva

Others struggled with the question. Kay's first reply to the question was an emphatic

no. But then she said, "I don't know why -- it's not in the Bible that women shouldn't be

priests -- it's just a manmade thing." Eventually she decided that the way the world was

28 For a discussion of this question see Appendix 2
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changing women probably would become priests some day soon, and the problem was how

to accustom people to it.

The women bring to the Blue Army their own experiences of the world. They then

accept, reject, or alter Blue Army ideology according to these experiences. Members accept

the Blue Army contention that the world is growing increasingly evil; they add to it the

observation that the evil can be explained by making it the beginning of the chastisement:

God's punishment of the world. Sexual sin and materialism are the two great sins that they

perceive; this agrees with Blue Army ideology. The women accept the paradigm that Mary is

their loving mother. In this guise Mary is much like themselves and understands their

needs. Mary is not important to them in her guise of queen; consequently the women do not

place as much emphasis on her miraculous ability to bring peace without people taking pan

in concrete political action as does the Blue Army hierarchy. God and Jesus are distant

figures, so that Mary takes on the mediator role traditionally assigned to Jesus. This

ambivalence about males extends to Catholic men; the only women who did not feel that

women are more religious than men are those who had husbands who were actively

involved in Marian devotion.
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Conclusions:

This paper examined three distinct sets of people with distinct but related belief

systems concerning theology and action. The Fatima seers, the founders of the Blue Army,

and the women who are the organization's American members share common concems and a

common text: the 1917 apparitions. Yet, in a manner recapitulating the relationship of the

membership of the Church to the ecclesiastical hierarchy, what the believers -- the women --

believe often differs from what the authorities say. The ways the authorities and the

believers redefine and apply the original Fatima message reflect their historical context and

their personal concerns.

To Lucia, Francisco, and Jacinta, Mary announced that war-torn Portugal would see

both peace and an end to the persection of the Church if they and all who heard their

message would obey her two requests: pray for peace and make sacrifices during the course

of their daily lives. The Blue Army began at a similar time in history: in the United States

shortly after the Second World War. The nation was still recovering from the effects of war,

and the invention of the atomic bomb and the growth in power of the Soviet Union made

future wars seem likely. While the Church was not being persecuted, it had not been fully

accepted into the American mainstream. But given the shift from Portuguese to American

culture as well as the attitudes engendered by the second world war, the Fatima message

was also changed from its original focus on an unspecified evil to emphasize That Russia and

communism were the source of global evil. This message allowed the Church to prove its

loyalty to its country by focussing on nationalism and anti-communism. It attracted Catholics

who were weary of war and frightened by the destructive power of nuclear weapons. And

the combination of this worldview and the Fatima pronouncement gave the new members

both hope and a sense of personal empoweÍnent: there would be peace if only people would

pray and sacrifice for it. Thus prayer and acts of reparation, which could be done by even the

most humble, were assured to lead to peace and well-being.

The popularity of this modified message waned during the 1960s, but it has become

stronger in the late 1970s and it continues throughout the 1980s. Today the people involved

in the Blue Army voice similar concerns to those of both the original message and the

Americanization of it: the power of the Soviet Union; fear of nuclear holocaust; and a Church

which is in danger, although not from the government but from growing apathy on the part of

its members.
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The major point of union among the various stages in Blue Army history is the role of

Mary. Yet Marian imagery can also be used to trace ideological changes across time as well as

between the leadership of the organization and the members of the local chapters. For

example, Blue Army conceptions of Mary make Mary the agent for the peace; in the original

message she merely states that peace will come if people heed her fequests. They then

poftray Mary as the almost omnipotent queen who alone has the power to save the world

from nuclear destruction. In order to establish the legitimacy of this innovation, Blue Army

literature must go to great lengths to demonstrate that her queenship was central to the

Fatima apparitions: they draw complex analogies between Mary and either Esther or the

woman of Revelation 12, and they emphasize the parts of Catholic tradition which stress

Mary's miraculous powers.

While the Blue Army hierarchy agrees with the U.S. Catholic Bishops' Conference that

use of the Rosary and Scapular provides spiritual benefits to the user, they also stress the

miraculous powers of the sacramentals to ward off death and communism. The members of

the Blue Army adopt the emphasis on the sacramentals, but since they do not arrive at the

emphasis through the motif of Marian omnipotence or royalty, which is of little importance to

them, they stress the personal rather than the miraculous benefits of sacramentals.

Correspondingly, they are more likely than Blue Army literature suggests to believe that

constructive social change can occur without major divine interference. Thus the local

members believe that superpower disarmament treaties can help prevent nuclear war, and

that demonstrations and lobbying might help to make abortion illegal.

The Blue Army's other paradigm of Mary, that she is the mother of humanitY, also

contributes to the stress on her power. Maternal metaphors and epithets provide the reason

that Mary should save the world: she is our mother, and she both cares for us and wants to

save us. The women do accept this paradigm; indeed, their rhetoric emphasizes that Mary is

their mother who loves them. Through this maternal imagery, the members -- many of whom

are mothers themselves -- are able to identify with Mary. They feel she has a special

understanding of their lives, and thus cares for them; they, in turn understand and

sympathize with her. She is an exalted figure like themselves who helps them with their

problems; she is especially helpful in solving such domestic concerns as protecting wreckless

sons safe and bringing husbands safely home from war.

The women do not view Mary as omnipotent queen of heaven; the connotations of this

imagery render her too distant. Such images of power are more commonly associated with the

two explicitly male members of the Trinity. Thus, for example, their view of God is of a harsh'
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judging deity who creates the strict laws which humans must obey and sends the

chastisement which makes humanity suffer. Mary, however, plays Jesus' traditional role as

the personal, human link between people and God. She is depicted as someone very near'

loving, and like themselves. For the women in the Blue Army Jesus, like God, is too distant to

serve this purpose. And the Holy Spirit is simply too abstract -- even for those women who

are charismatics -- to serve as a personal mediating figure with whom the women can relate.

This spiritual need for Mary illustrates the ambivalence the women feel about males.

Not even God or Jesus can be trusted to relate to them in a loving, human manner. This

ambivalence is evident as early as the original apparitions when Francisco was not allowed to

hear Mary's words. It is evident in the woments depictions of angels, who are helpful

mediating figure, as females. And it reflects their own experience that men are not as

religious as women. Yet concurrently, because of this ambivalence they cannot replace God

and Jesus with Mary; they must always show that they know that Mary is subordinate to and

her power is dependent upon the males of the Trinity.

Like Mary, the women have at best a limited degree of power. They can make many of

their own decisions, but their autonomy in circumscribed. On the one hand, members of the

Blue Army receive the opportunity for service to others: they can work to help the

organization grow and, more important, they can help to bring about the salvation of the

world through their prayers. Too, members find a certain degree of freedom. For example,

they get to travel, many for the first times in their lives, and they can use Blue Army

activities to escape from housework and husbands. Indeed, they have an organization

comprised mainly of women which encourages them to associate with women who have

similar values as their own. And this is not just any organization; this is an arrny with all the

resulting sense of strength, unity, and purpose. On the other hand, all these activities are

carried out only with the permission of a male-defined hierarchy. According to Blue Army

statutes each chapter's spiritual advisor, who must be a priest and therefore male, has veto

power over all of its activities.

This combination of liberation and contraint is quite consistent with Joann Wolski

Conn's observation that the effects of groups such as the Blue Army are "quite ambiguous for

women. For although voluntary associations encourage some independence and self-definition,

they also encourage women to fit into limited, clerically defined roles centered on family and

subordinated to male authorites. Thus women's emergence, in these situations, is not

necessarily an indication of personal autonomy but rather a continuation of conformity to
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socially-religiously defined female responsibility."l tn" actual daily activities of the members

clearly indicate such preservation of traditionally defined gender roles. Members'

responsibilities are limited to areas in which women have long been allowed to contribute,

such as caring for people by praying, or fundraising for male-controlled events like the movie

about Fatima. Even concerning areas where the women of the Blue Army participate in

traditionally male-dominated arenas -- such as the lobbying effort to outlaw abortion -- the

topic of the political action is a traditional women's issue. In this case, the Church has seen the

woman's role as that of mother. The Blue Army thus permits women to take non-traditional

action only if such action helps reinforce the traditonal role that women must be mothers. In

this sense, the Blue Army is a microcosm of the Church as a whole.

Despite the male dominance of the organization, the figure of Mary has not been totally

coopted; she still functions as a symbol of liberation and personal control over one's daily life.

The women can pray to her and their prayers will be answered. Such stability is particularly

important in a world which many members perceive to be rapidly changing in ways they do

not always understand. They may not be able to control computers or nuclear weapons, but

their ability to say the Rosary every day and turn to Mary in times of need is a powerful

means of controlling their own lives. This personal contribution, unmediated by the priest and

accomplished on an individual basis, is more consistent with the original spirit of Fatima than

is the Blue Army's controlling hierarchy of male spiritual directors and national executive

committees.

The executive commitee and the informal Blue Army hierarchy which preceded it

have, however, successfully met some of the fears of Blue Army members, yet at the same

time they have been forced again to modify the Fatima message. These changes can be

divided into three subgroups: concern about sex in particular and morality in general;

development of an apocalytpic world view; and increased emphasis on ritual practice. In each

case, the members have both accepted the new teachings of their executive committee, and

they have adapted them to fit their own styles and concerns.

The Blue Army's particular concorn with sexual immorality is in part created by its

increasing emphasis on individual action. While the organization's literature now suggests

that sexual sin is the original error from which all other sins spring, implicit in the view is the

belief that sexual sins are committed by individuals. Therefore, what the members would

1 Jourrn Wolski Conn, "Women's Spirituality: Restriction and Reconstruction," CroJJ Currents
(Fall 1980), p. 296.
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classify as deviant or sinfull expressions of sexuality can be controlled by individuals and so

eradicated. This emphasis on individual action is consistent with the American paradigm

which grants extreme power to the individual. Yet sexual sin was not mentioned in the

original Fatima message. (Indeed, it would have been inappropriate given the age of the

seers.) The women in the Blue Army find this addition to Mary's message useful for

interpreting the changing world; they can use sexual sin as a metaphor for all the evil they

see around them. Here they are in agreement with the new ideas promulgated by the

leadership.

But the women do not accept all Blue Army innovations as easily as they do this one.

While the organization retains an expressed interest in real, earthly wars, such as attracted

people living during the First World War, and also for the conversion of Russia and the evils of

communism, Blue Army literature has modified the original message by utilizing apocalyptic

terminology. Thus there appear frequent references not just to the possible battle between

the United States and Russia but between the forces of good and evil. Such rhetoric does

inspires the soldiers of the Blue Army members to dedicate themselves to their tasks. It also

retains the organization's Catholic respectability by never explicitly stating that the world's

end is near. Members of the group accept the apocalyptic mood, but they modify it in light of

their concern with sexuality. For the members of the local chapter, the apocalytpic woes

couched in military terms are augmented with if not subordinated to references to the

"chastisement." These rrvomen are less concerned, on a daily basis, with international politics

than they are with God's punishment for sin -- that is, with AIDS, homosexuality, etc. -- that

they see as expected during the last days.

Local needs and institutional interests combine well in the area of ritual. As the Blue

Army evolved it modified some of the ritual emphases of the orginal Fatima apparitions. Blue

Army literature thus now includes more group devotions such as all-night vigils and first

Saturday devotions. These additions reflect an acknowledgement that the original

requirements had not effected change; they also reflect that it is impossible to channel purely

personal action into an organization, for an organization necessarily adds a communal

component. Group action also adds a sense of strength to those taking part in it.

yet despite its own changes in ideology and preferred form of ritual, the Blue Army

monitors local groups to make sure that they do not do anything contradictory to Blue Army

doctrine. In this way the organization serves again as a microcosm of the Church or of any

institutional religion; it tries but is not always able to retain control of its followers. They

ultimately lack full control because women do not join the Blue Army simply for its ideology
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or its rituals. Indeed, some members did join because the Blue Army's supplemental ritual

activities expressed their own needs to do more than the Church required. But members in

general do not have religious crises and therefore search frantically for the perfect philosophy

to give meaning to their lives; they join for more mundane reasons. They come from religious

Catholic families devoted to Mary. Because they are retired or widowed or have their children

away from home they have some free time. A friend invited them to join.

Universally the women interviewed were concerned that few young people (under 50

years old) join the Blue Army. It may be time again for the Blue Army to change its rituals

and ideology to make its message compelling and useful for people. Blue Army members are

not tied together by ethnic bonds as are members of the Portuguese American Rosary Society

of Our Lady of Fatima, a Philadelphia organization composed of Ponuguese immigrants, many

of whom have relatives who witnessed the October l9l7 miracle. The ties which bind Blue

Army members are the group's charismatic leaders -- John Haffert on the national level and

Kathleen Thompson locally -- both of whom are over seventy years old. There may be no one

to take their places after they are gone; then only ideolgy will bind the group.

Group unity as well as credibility are also threatened by events beyond the local level.

For example, improved relations between the United States and the Soviet Union may

threaten the assertion that peace is impossible until brought by Mary. The Blue Army may

need to adapt its rhetoric to account for these changes. Alternatively, the Blue Army could

increase the level of its rhetoric: it might exploit the AIDS epidemic which scares not only its

members but a good deal of the population in general; emphasize the Polish heritage of the

pope and the coming one-thousandth anniversary of the introduction of Christianity in Russia

as signs pointing to the imminent conversion; or discuss other current issues such as world

monetary collapse which the group focused around the Marian apparitions in Queens have

used to their advantug".z While particularly this last strategy might alienate several of the

present members, and while it might cause the chapter to lose Church support, it likely would

produce a core group of very dedicated members.

2 Thir strategy has been used by the followers of Mary Ann Hoof who saw Mary in
Wisconsin in iqSO; about five hundred of her followers still live on her farm awaiting the

world's imminent end. It is also used by believers in recent apparitions of Mary in Queens,

NY, who emphasize Soviet submarines with missiles poised to attack American cities, AIDS,

*oild *otr"táry collapse springing from the Stock Market crash, and other such imminent

disasters.
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Blue Army members often suggested that they lack new members because women

have more to do now than they did in the 1940s and 1950s. That is, modern women have

more "work" to do. This observation takes on additional meaning when we consider that

women now have a greater number of things they can do. With increasing options open to

women the Blue Army may no longer be the most satisfying way for them to find a

supportive women's community. Moreover, present-day society offers women more

opportunities to find not only time away from home duties, but also a chance to make a

positive contribution to the world.

Thus, the Blue Army may find that if it wants to continue attracting women it may

have to widen women's role in the organization in ways similar to feminism's widening of

women's roles in society. It could offer women more latitude in deciding Blue Army policy,

and it could encourage them to write and create services and rituals instead of simply using

ones mailed from New Jersey. Nor would such programs be antithetical to the core of the Blue

Army's message; its philosophy has strains which could support such a new understanding.

The Blue Army does not accept only the traditional Catholic paradigm of Mary as a passive

woman, and so the reinforcement of women's passivity is not an intrinsic component of the

group's ideology.

The women of the Blue Army accept the most active Mary offered by traditional

Catholicism, one who, as Kathleen expressed, "was a special person - she was not just good like

other women in the Bible. She received Jesus into her womb - she was the fîrst tabernacle, she

raised him and suffered with him. Look what she went through - she knew she could have

been stoned to death at that time for being pregnant without being married yet she said, 'Let

it be done unto me."' This is a Mary who is willing to take risks because she understands what

she is working for. Bea described Mary: "There is no one in Heaven who is higher than Mary -

she is next to her divine son. It's because she is the mother of God, and she earned that right."

Again, Mary is not honored for her passivity, but because she "earned that right." Mary is not

only active but powerful. She can save individuals from Hell and the world from nuclear war'

Many feminist Catholics also emphasize Mary's polver'

The women in the Blue Army do not use their belief in Mary's active power to question

the organization's restriction of women's roles. Despite their ambivalent feelings about men

they are still careful to subordinate Mary to God, and thus themselves to the men running the

Blue Army. They do not have a sense of sisterhood with Mary which would allow them to use

her to validate their taking a moro active role in the church. Theologically, Mary does not

supply a model of a feminine deity, yet she aaî at least be used as a model of human women's
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equality. While the women in the Blue Army do not, like Rosemary Ruether, systematically

use her in this way, individuals hint at it at times (e.g., Eva's suggestion that capable women

should be ordained). Their thinking is confined by decades of living in a society which

subordinates women to men.

By exploring the ramifications of contemporary feminist critiques of traditional

Mariology for their own organization, and drawing on the best of what is already present,

members of the Blue Army might then change their group so that its structure and ideology

reflect a broader and more human role for women. In so doing they would contribute to the

creation of a transformed Catholicism.

(
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Prayer For Lifel

O, Holy Mother of God, our hoarts are filled with sorrow at the number of abortions

across our land as these are sins committed against our Heavenly Father. We grieve for the

unborn infants who will never know what it means to love and be loved in this life, who

will never experience a parent's embrace, nor ever know the happiness of family life. But

above all, they will nevei be able to hand on to their children their hope and faith in a

loving God. We beg you this day to intercede with Jesus Christ, your Divine Son, to touch

with 
-ttis grace, the- souls of thoie who participate in these crimes of abortion, so that they

may come to an awareness of the erroneous thinking in their minds, and of the

shailowness, hardness and selfishness in their hearts. Please plead with Him not to hold

the present deplorable situation against us as a nation, but rather to be patient with us

and ìo give ali of us an abundance of wisdom, generosity and courag-e to mend our ways

and to i"tu^ to the sanity of genuine repect for life and the rights of others at all stages of
life.

O Mary, we implore you to ask our Divine Saviour to find a special place in His

Heart for thesê infants- as Hê did for the Holy Innocents. We come to you, Immaculate

Mary with complete confidence that you will answer our prayers. Amen.

The Lament of the Weary Right to Lifers2

"I get S.e.-li.fd," the lady said,

"and though I grieve for the infants, dead;
And for the rivers, running red,
I want pleasant chores to do, instead."

"I'm tired of writing," a young man sighed;
And at that moment, a babY died.
"The battle for life too grim," they cried;
But they could not stifle that voice inside.

Conscience pricked through the long dark night -
"You c n't wifhdrâw rhis dreadful fisht!
You lit a torch that will shed some light;
In a darkened world, a glowing sight."

Your voice is heard mid the raucous shout,

1 Fro* "The Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima Rosary Devotions for World Peace."

2 Frorn the June, i987 newsletter of the Delaware County Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima.
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The enemies' lies, and the media's clout;
Though you may be down, you are far from out;
Rest if you must - but plan the next bout!"

"And soon must dawn the longed for day,
When the curse of abortion has gone ôrilâ],
And the Right to Life is here to stay:
TTntil thâ+ dørr \rñrr ñrrrst woilc and nfâv-tt

(

(_.
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Appendix 2 - Guide to Thesis Interviews:

Factual. concrete questions:

1. Are you married? Do you have any children?

2. How much school did you attend? Did you attend Catholic schools?

3. Where do you live?

4. Have you ever worked outside the home? Doing what?

5. Which Blue Army activities are you involved in?

More Theoretical Ouestions:

6. What were you doing religiously before the BA? How did you hear about it? What attracted

you ro it? Why it insiead of another group? How has it changed your life?

7. What other religious groups do you belong to? Non-religious groups?

8. Do you think there are changes which ought to be made in the Blue Army? What?

9. What would make it attractive to more people?

10. What is the best thing about the Blue Army?

1.1. Have you always felt especially close to Mary? Why? What has this meant to you? Why do

yoú think some people aren't devoted to Mary and others are?

12. How would you describe Mary to someone, say a Protestant friend, who didn't know much

about heri Follow this up - what do the symbols mean to them, which ones do they

latch on to, why do they think they are important?

13. How has your relationship with Mary changed your life?

14. What is Mary's message to humans? Why does she give it?

15. V/hat do you think the main problems of the Catholic Church are? Of most Catholics?

16. What do you think of women's role in the Cathotic Church? Should it change?

17. What is the most important part of your religious beliefs, practices to you?

18. What do you think of the world today? What are your hopes for your children? Do you

think that things will get better or worse?

19. Do you think men or women feel closer to Mary? Why?

20. Have you been on any pilgrimages? Do you enjoy them? What do they mean to you? Why?
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2"!,. Have you ever witnessed any miracles? Could you describe them? What do you think they

mean?

22. ls there anything else you'd like to add?

The questions were designed to be as precise as possible. With vaguer questions it was

difficutt to get much of a response. When asked what they thought about Mary the women

found it very hard to say anything; when asked how they would describe Mary to a friend

who did not know anything about her they were responsive and sure of themselves.

The question there was the most difficulty with was question 16: "What do you think

of women's role in the Catholic Church?" To me this question suggests a variety of different

issues: Should women be priests? Should nuns be given more authority? Should nuns be given

more autonomy? Should lay women have more authority in running church affairs? Should

they participate more in the liturgy? Should women be more involved in making decisions on

questions concerning women, such as abortion, birth control, or women's ordination? I tried

phrasing this question in different ways: "Do you think women should be given more power in

the Church?" "Do you think women should have more authority in the Church?" "Should

women participate in more aspects of the Church?" But in every case the women spimplified

the question to, "Oh, do you mean women should be priests?" and proceeded to answer that

question.'
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